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Electrical Engineering building undergoes construction and renovation
laboratories wired for multimedia instruction and the latest in electronic
communications.
A 150-seat lecture hall will accomStaff Writer
modate large classes, seminars, and
short courses. There will be e"ougn
Electrical Engineering students are office space to house all of the faculty,
looking forward to the completion of administrative, and clerical staff under
the EE addition which is s~heduled for one building. Electrical engineering
May, A moving company will move professOrs now in the ERL building
everything from the existing building will have the opportunity to move into
into the new building during the break their new offices over the summer break.
The renovation will add a new clibetween commencement and summer
mate controlled HV AC system to the
school.
After that is completed, the exist' existing building. All new ceilings
ing building will be closed off and the will be added with a grid type lighting
renovation will begin. The renovation system. The building will also become
is scheduled to be completed by De- handicap accessible. The renovation
will utilize the present flooring and
cember commencement of 1997.
The renamed "Emerson Electric windows to cut costs. Floor plans can
Company Hall" will contain 36,000 be viewed by accessing the
square feet of new offices, classrooms, department 's homepage at http://
and laboratories and 49,000 square feet www.ee.umr.edu.
Th'e total project cost is estimated
of renovated offices, classrooms, and
laboratories at the start of the Winter . to be $8,906,000 for the addition, renose!TIester 1998. Work on the upgrade vatio'n, refurnishing, and . new equipof the Electrical Engineering Building ment. The passage of Amendment 4 in
1994, a $250 million bond issue, probegan during Fall 1995 .
Some of the special features of the vided $6.9 million for the renovation.
new building inel ude classrooms and Emerson Electric Company donated a
Amy Strouse

grant of $1 million in' 1991. A half
million was raised thfough donations
from alumni, the National Science
Foundation, and other private contri- .
butions.
Finances in the amount of$513,465
still need to be raised for the purchase
of furnishings and equipment for classrooms, offices, and laboratories. Dr.
Keith Staneck, chairman of the elect;rical engineering department, did not
seem concerned. He felt that the equipment did not need to be furnished until
the fall because of the lack of storag.e I
space.
The new building is just one of the
many recent changes for the electrical
engineering department. The implementation of a new curriculum for the
departm'ent places a strain on the facilities: Laboratory classes usually taken
during a student's junior year are now
tak!,n during the sophomore year.
The congestion caused by overlapping curriculum will be further complicated in the fall by the move to smaller
facilities.
Faculty members are confident it
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The old and new portions of the EE building

will not "cramp" the quality education
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and New York and obtained his

Keith Missey

starr Writer '

The University of Missouri-Rolla
named Dr. RichardL. Bullock the Rob. ert H. Quenon Professor in Mining
Engineering.
"I am very pleased. I've been in the
industry for 45 years, but I've stayed
close to academia. 1 wanted to finish
off my career here and give back to the
students;" Bullock stated.
Bullc;>ck graduated from UMR with
aBS in mining in 1951 and began work
with the New Jersey Zinc Co. in Gilman ,
Colo. He served witl) the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineering from 1952-54
during the Korean conflict. He wen t
back to UMR in 1955 to do research
and obtain his masters.
During the next 20 years, he worked
for the 51. Joe Minenils Corp. in Mis·

......

---------------

Ph.D in 1975.
Bullock has also worked for Exxon
Minerals Cq:, Raytheon· Services-Nevada, and the Department of Energy at
,file High Level Nuclear Waste Test
Site in Nevada. From 1995. until he
received his professorship, he worked•
full-time as a consultant with Behre
. Dolbear and Co. Inc.
" I am extremely pleased 'that Dr.
Bullock has chosen UMR to share his
vast experience and expertise with our
.faculty and students," said Dr. John
Wilson, chairman of mining engineering. "He brings to UMR a wealth of
mining knowledge and industry associations that will greatly benefit the
mining engineering department."
Bullock believes his experienceS
as a mine manager, research group
leader, and mine group leader will help
him impart a lot of working kno wledge

see Bullock, page 14
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Electronic Materials Research 'Center established
Deon Light

starr Writer
The University of Missouri·Rolia
has received funding for a new reo
search program designed to research
specific industrial problem areas, com·
pany product problems and t~ develop
new electrol)ic materials technologies

Through their efforts the center will '
transfer technologies ' to Missouri in·
dustries and take part in their research
efforts. The program will ~nter around
the Electronic Materials Applied RJ'search Center (EMARC) and various
laboratories on campus. Eight departments will be involved including the
ceramic, chemical, electrical; mechanical, and aerospace engineering departments in conjunction with the engi-

The funding for' the re~arch will
come from the Missouri Department of
Economic Development and various
industrial sources. One of the major
industrial supporters is Allied Signal
Aerospace of Kansas City, MO.
"Our partnership with Allied Signal was vital in establishing the
EMARC. I believe that similar cooperative research and development efforts combining state, industry, fed-
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FREE CLASSIFIED ADS!
Applications for Blue Key membership available
Amy Strouse
Blue Key Source

The UMR chapter of Blue Key is
now accepting applications for new
members. Applications and a list of
qualifications can be picked up from
the Blue Key mailbox at 113 Univer·
sity Center West The deadline for
applying has been extended to Febru·
ary 14 at 4:30.
Applicants are strongly encouraged
to attend the smokers which will be'
held on February 12 at 9 p.m. at Kappa
Alpha and February 20 at7 p.m. in the
Meramec room of University Center

East The first smoker is a casual curricular activities. The members are
social, whereas the second smoker is then chosen on the basis oftheirpoin\S,
more formal and bu~iness attire is rec- their personalities, and their gradeommended.
point averages. Membership limited
Blue Key members are selected for to students who ave completed at
this honor because they have shown least 60 hours and at least two full '
character, outstanding ability, and rec- · years of college work, maintained a
ognized potential as future citizens and OPA of 2.75 or better, and 'have a
deserve the special attention of lIie minimum of 40 points based on the
faculty. Juniors and seniors who are Blue Key point system.
The UMR chapter of the Blue Key
otherwise qualified and who have had
an opportunity for self-<lxpression and National Honor Fraternity was founded
growth in various student activities, in 1933. Blue Key contributes to the
academic and service honor fraterni- UMR campus by publishing the phone
ties and religious organizations are eli- directory. holding a leadership forum,
gible. Membership on the UMR cam- and
recognizing
outstanding
pus is limited to only 40 students.
volunteerism by electing a "Miner of

is

see Blue Key, page 14

Yes, it's true. The Miner has opened up the
classifieds section to all students, faculty & staff,
free ofcharge. Ifyou have something to sell,
something to buy, need a roommate, et, et, this is
the place to do it. All you need to do is drop off
the ad by 3:30 Thursday in the drop box outside
the Miner office, 103 Norwood.

Sony, no event announcements for t,he.classified section.
These can be submitted to Student Activities, who in tum
give us our Calendar ofEvents. The Miner reserves the
t to edit all submissions fur errors, grammar, andmatters
ofgood taste. The Miner also reserves the right to refuse
to printany submissiond~ed una<reptable.
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Sportsmanship in the stands
.9tn. ufit(!rig£ 6.u Sl'urts 'Etfitur 9{atfian 'Ertman
University of Missouri-Rolla sporting events could be a tremendous experience for the srudents
of UMR, the community, as well as athle,tes and coaches, But sadly, something is often missing:
sportsmanship,
At many Miner and Lady Miner contests many fans decide it is their duty to berate not only officials
but athletes and coaches representing other schools, The Northwest Missouri State baskethall games
here in Rolla several weeks ago is one of the worst examples, Both the ladY Miner and Miner games
involved physical play, and in' ooth instances f'!Ds took the opportunity to blame the Miner loss on the
officials. Officials have an incredibly difficult job which requires split-second decisions. Massive
amounts of verbal abuse do not make the official's task any easier. Fans should also take note thalmost
officials are trained professionals and 99 percent of the time verbal attacks have an insignificant, if any,
impact' During the Northwest garne several fans went as far as to single out officials personally, even
by name. Exerting such energy on abusing officials is counterproductive. Why not put efforts into
cheering on the Miners and Lady Miners? Are we rooting for the Miners or are we rooting against the
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officials? Sometimes I am not so sure.
Other fans take it to an even greater extreme. Some go as far to insult opposing players. Comments
such as "he isn't smart enough to go anywhere else" or he is a "big baby" are as inappropriate as they
are unimaginative. This university does an excellent job of maintaining academic integrity with our
athletes, but UMR is certainly not a Northwestern or a Vanderbilt And our record, while good, is not
one hundred percent During the Harris-Stowe garne an unforrunate and potentially dangerous
situation developed when Harris-Stowe and Miner players were involved in a ·f ight. After the situation
was brought under control several fans made a volatile situation even worse by taunting the opposing
tearn involved. Such action is entirely inappropriate as well as thoughtless.
Fans who behave obnoxiously take away from the garne and set a horrible example for the Y0l!llg
people of the community who attend UMR athletic events. No one likes to sit near people who are loud
and irritating. Such ~havior is an embarrassment to the University and its students and needs to stop.
The pep band, cheerleaders, athletes and the athletic department make incredible effort to bring a real
college sports atmosphere to UMR. It is important that students, the community and university staff
support this effort by showin~ sportsmanship and cheering on the Miners and Lady Miners.

What'svoor
opinionll

Letter to the Editor
Another Modest Proposel
Dear Editor,
I would like to offer my heartiest congrarulations to the editorial staff of the Miner for their
fine piece on the increasing popularity of euthanasia and doctor-assisted suicide. The predictions made in the editorial of the future of assisted suicide chillingly (and accurately) portray
a society that has lost all respect for the sanctity of human life, and the suggestion that -the
legality of euthanasia be seriously reconsidered is both entirely justified and highly admirable.
However, given the gravity of the issue in question, it seems to me that stronger measures are
called for.
The author of the editorial has asrutely pointed out that right-thinking people cannot
reasonably be expected to recognize a distinction between personally harmful acts, which some
people may consider to be immoral, and crimes, just as they refuse to recognize a distinction
between having a drug habit and robbing someone to support a drug habit, and as they consider
an act of homosexual sex to be a crime against every lionhearted Christian in America. One
shudders to think of the sort of anarchic moral and emotional wasteland in which we would live
if people were allowed to exercise personal freedom and forced to accept personal responsibility.
So, iii light of these facts, I would like to propose that the death penalty be instituted as
punishment for anyone found guilty of attempted suicide or assisted suicide. While it is true that
a lesser penalty, such as castration or public caning, might help somewhat to deter would-be
killers, I feel that it is imperative that we send a strong message to our society that as long as
we remain 'a civilized nation we will continue to strive to protect our citizens, whether they like
it or not. (And really, when you think about i~ what do their opinions matter, anyway?)
Now if we could only devise some way to punish those who successfully commit suicide.
Jared S Irasburg

~twrefuse

!ptahie,

"I was curious as to

"It's ridiculous . It
seems like double jeopardy
-- I don't see how it's possible to be guilty of a wrongful death crime when he
was not convicted of actua lly commi~ing the murders."

w hether the jury would fmd
him guilty or not. The first
'not guilty', but

lnkrviews and photos by Liz Morris.
Layout by Justin FerBuson.

\

This week's question:
How do you feel about the OJ. Simpson "not
guilty but liable" verdict?
• After all the hype of
the big, original trial, I decided that his life has already been dug into a little
too hard. rm the person who
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Jeffrey Rieker

Chad Brown

Sophomore
Civil Engineering

Junior
Enginee~g Management
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Weekender Zone Fare Certificate

U~e Your Ma~terCard® C ard
For Great Saving~ O n United.Air(in~.
,

Roundtrip Rate<;
Within Zone Aor B
Between Zone A & Zone B
Between Zone A & Zone C
Between Zone B & Zone C
Within Zone C

$129 roundtrip
$189 roundtrip
$269 roundtrip
$1B9 roundtrip
$109 roundtrip

Nol valid for lravellofirom IUCO/AKIHL
To enjoy Ihese low Weekender Zone Fares - plus earn M·ileage Plus®
credil on your Irip - jusl call your lravel prolessional or Uniled 10
reserve your lIighl and redeem your certilicale.
To receive Ihese savings, use your MaslerCard® card 10 purchase an
Hickel'" belween Feb 1, 1997 and May 15, 1997 lor lravel belween
Feb 15, 1997 and June 6, 1997. Outbound travel good on lIighlsdepaIiing on SalurtlaY. Return travel good on lIighis reiuming II'e Monday lollowing departure (Mexceplion for !ravel betIIIlen zones A-f., Return travel may
also on II'e TlJ!lSilay lollowing departure).

re

I
L

Promo Code: AV0027
Ticket Designator: AV0027
Travel Complete: June 6, 1997

,

To make reservations, call United at 1-800-241-6522
or your travel professional.
Please
reference
Weekender Zone Fare Certificate
.
.'. ..
. AV0027.
'
," ' ,

TERMS AN OCON OITIONS:
Prom o Co de: AVOO27
Va lid Carrier: Uniled Airlines/Shuttle by UnitedlUnited Express.
Va lid Rou ting: Roundtrip travel must begin and end in the 48 contiguous United

Siaies (IUCO/AK/HI excluded). Alilravel musl be via Ihe roules of UA in which UA
publishes Economy Ctass fares. One way travel/stopovers/circle trip/open segmenlS/
waillisling/standby are nol permitted. Open jaw permiUed. (Il and CO excluded as
origin/destination; however. connections through CHIIDEN are permitted.)

Valid Ticket Dates: Feb llhrough May 15,1997.
Valid Travel Dales: feb 151hrfl.\1h.l.n 6. 1997. AlIIr.MJ rrust te CIXfIlIeIe by J", 6. 1997.
Blackoul Dates: 1997: Mar 22. 29. Apr 5.12. Oulbound lravel musl be on lIighls
departing on Saturday, with return travel on flights the Monday following departure,.or
the Tuesday following deparlure if the passenger is traveling belween zones A-C.
Cl ass 01Se rvice: Vclass. (Seats are capacity cont.rolled and musl be available in the
reQuired booking inventory at the time reservalions are confirmed.)
Advanco Pun:hase: Wrthin 24 hrsor making """,lions, Mleasl14 days prior 10 departure.

~~~~atN~~~y;~~i~~;~Gn~~~~~~~~:n~u~B~~i~o~ Fr;:~iri.~~S~E~1~~ i~~~s
A-C. RETURN CAN ALSO BE THE IMMEOIATE TUESOAY FOLLOWING OEPARTURE.

Mileage Plus Accrual : Discounted travel is eligible for Mileage Plus credit.
TIcketing: E-Ticketing only (eleclronic ticketing service).
T~rvlco Charges: All fees. _:m~iOOlXf"'lf'asse9lrFocililyCiages

NV,~R,

·

©1997MaSlerCard lnlemationallncorporaled

Agencv Ticketing Instructions: See S' PMA/AV0027 lor detailed information
1. Treat as Type 'A' Discount Certificate .
-Usa Fare Basis Code: VE14NSTU
VE14NSTD,(zones A-C)
-Use Ticket Designator: AV0027
-Endorsement Box: VALIDUA ONLY/Non-Ref/No IOn Changes
2. Refer'toARC Industry Agents' HaQdbook, saction 6.0 for details.
3. Failure to comp~ with prormtion guidelines could resufi in debit memo.

UAl ATOIIlTO TIcI(eUng Instructions: See S' PMO/AVOO27

h~~~~;t~7c~~~I~~r::r=~=u~:~~~~=~ed

UJJ
,J.

I~ discounV mili~~/~v~n;n~~v;l;i;~~;~)' 7

U NITED
AIRLINES

Zone Definitions:
allime
Zone A - AL, AR, CT, DC, DE, FL, GA, lA, IN, KY, LA, MA, MD, ME,
of licl<eling. Accepl original cenilicale only. Non-extendible. non-combinablewilh
MI, MN, MO, MS, NC , NH, NJ, NY, OH, PA, RI, SC, TN, VA, VT, WI. WV olher air lravel cortilicales or discounl fare oilers (Mileage Plus awardsiSilverWings
Zone B - 10, KS, MT. NO, NE, NM, OK, SO, TX, UT, WY
awards/convcnlionigroupMur/senior cilizenisludenVchiidAravel paci<age/lravel indusZone C - AZ, CA,
WA
NOI valid for lravellofirom IUCO/AK/HL

nol replaceable if losl or slolen. No cash value; may nol be sold or barlered. Protection
for night irregularities will be on UniledNnited Express/ShuUle by United tlights only.
Discount applies to new purchases only and will nat be honored retroactively 01 in
connection with the exchange of any wholly 01 parlially unused ticket. One lickel per
cerlificale redeemed. Void ifaUered 01 duplicated.
Ticketing Restrictions: Non-refundable. Nan-transferable aU~1 tlckeling. Change in
origin or deslination is nol permitted. Tickets MAY fiE revalidaled:fQl" a $50 per ticket fee.

---------------------- -
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NATiON of IdiOTS ...

TItE RELATioNSltips· AMONG SEX, LOVE ANd bEAUTY
Scott Mitchell
Columnist

The Bible says, "Judge not, lest
thee be judged yourself." This. s.eems
somewhat ironic, for the Bible seems
to place certain ideals and certain values higher than others. Can one deem
his or her value system higher than
another person's? Can one 's goals be
loftier than another's?
Sex. If one states that he or she
lives life strictly for sexual contact,
- preferring physical closeness over anything else, why do we call her a slut, or
him a stud? We label those who desire
emotional closeness over physical
closeness ~ romantics. Maybe sex and
love are two different forms of the
same thing. Maybe a slut knows more
about love than a hopeless romantic.
Another interesting question. is
what is beauty? Someo!)e once said
that beauty can be defined, that some
things are inherently beautiful while

other things are inherently not. He ar- poor man may see beauty and worth in
gued that Beethoven's music was material items, while a rich miser may
beautiful, but Van Halen' s was not. He find the immaterial worth more.
contended that one who thought otherSex, love and beauty: all three are
wise could not comprehend and fully related. In sex one can find both love
and beauty; in love one can find both
understand Beethoven's music.
r am left wondering, though, who is sex and beauty; and both sex and love
to determine what is beautiful and • are beautiful- a perfect circle: If one
what is not? Obviously, the individual is to value sex, love or beauty, I think he
abOve thought that beauty was univer- ' or she must value them all, for they are
sal and innate, yet he admitted some all the same, thing.
r am brought back to my original
could ~ot tell what was indeed beautiful. r fail to understand how something question, can one's goals be loftier
can be univer.sally appealing, yet at the than another's? No, I don't think so. I
same time cannot be universally ap- think we aU go about life in our own
little paradigms, each of us holding
pealing to all.
Personally, I believe that beauty certain values distinctly higher than
does indeed lie in the eye of the be- others. Each of us tends to think that
holder. We take the common for ours are the most divine, that our valgranted, and reserve the label of beau- ues matter the most. In the end, though,
tiful for the rarities. A person who has I doubt any of that reaUy matters. So,
lived his_entire life in a city may find live life how you think it should be
nothing more beautiful than watching lived; pursue goals you feel are notethe sun set from a country meadow. worthy. Do not listen to the multitudes
Conversely, an individual who has whim they teU you what you are doing
lived his life in rural America, may find is wrong or foolish , just do. As
nothing more exotic than the bu~tling Aristotle said, "Life is doing things ..."
streets of a congested metropolis. A Do . Be. Live. Enjoy."

THe
Jimbob
Music Reviewer

Music is good, Music is great,
yeah, yeah .. , r wonder if r could turn
that monotonous Joan Osborne song
into a ditty for the music review
section ... then again, do I really think I
want to?
Anyhow, welcome again to my reviews and the great concert listing that
is getting oh so popular. r added a few
more this week including a date for'
Tool and the Counting Crows for aU
those that dig 'em.
Rolla has been slowly yielding into
a Iii' concert place lately with such
great bands like Fragile Porcelain
Mice, NIL-S and our beloved Gretchan
playing quite a bit. In case you were
either under a rock or had a test,
Wednesday the above mentioned put
on a show here at the Open. Hand. In
this week's section of the ReVIew, I wiU
be i"ncluding a run-down on the whole
night. ~o with no further-a-do-do ...
Jimbob,
jlS@umr.edu
One more thing, I have include the
Concert listing on my homepage for
those that want to be kept up to date!
www.umr.edu/-jls
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Concert Review: Fragile Porcelain
Mice wI NIL-S and Gretchan
Where; The Open Hand
, Why: Cuz they rocked! .
Enjoyment Scale: S ono
Okay Folks, the evening kicked off
around 10 p.m. with Gretchan taking

":1"
;:
I

!•

MUSIC . 'ReVIew

"Centerstage." The house was quickly
filling with people from homes, dorms
and living abodes of afar.
Gretchan opened up with ''Portrait
of a Tunafish" and followed on with an
onslaught of new and old with a slow
breather of their bar favorite "Wasted."

Mike Culkin's (a.k.a, F~eeway)
Voice waS still as powerful as ever
with backing vocals by John
(Bobalou). There was a short period
where .the stage mix sounded a tad
rough but by the end of the set, things
were all Gretchan.

'Gus the Funkmeister wailed on his
bass as did Jason on lead with his
Vaughn influenced style. The crowd
was warmed up with Alex (Batman)
Turkovic hammering away a modest
drum solo.
The crowd cheered and made typical whistles, cheers and other obnoxious noises typical of liquored up fans.
Gretchan's set was pretty damn good
but was highlighted with a cover by
311, ''Down.'' Gretchan isn't known
for doing covers so this was a surprise
to all that went, needless to say, the
cover was great.
By 11: 10 p.m. Gretchan had
flocked off the stage and the Warmongers of NIL-S had taken the stage with
intent to whoop serious butt that night.
The lights dimmed, the crowd
wooo' ed, Lunchmeat joined the crowd,
and NIL-S had begun. The first song
"Land of the Lost" was off their new
album Doug (I reviewed this in last
week's Miner, and yes they had the
new album for sale) and the crowd
began its almost tribal bobble of heads
and bouncing of bodies.
For those that haven't experienced
a NIL-S show, it is almost indescribable. You get an array of entertainment, including a sock monkey show,
mashing, weird stage dances courtesy

see Music, page 15
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A Closer -Look: Or. Koen, Basic Engineering
.•
,

.

!'"'

Melanie Kostedt
Staff Writer

The flu bug had z apped every
ounce of m y streng th . I stared blankly
at the computer screen before me and
tried to resist the urge to go back home
to bed. Homework had stacked up
b eyond belief, and I desperately
needed to ge t caug ht up with m y
AutoCAD drawings . Having missed
class, I was n ' t sure how to even start on
the assignmen t.
In my s tate of o blivion , I was
startled by a cheerful voice asking if I
needed any help. The next thing I
knew, Dr. Mary Ann Koenhad pull«I
up a chair and was prepared to assist
me in any way. Even though she wasn't
my professor, she spe nt a good 20
minutes patiently walking me through
the necessary procedures.
Dr. Koen, who teaches engineering
graphics as well as the funda mental
courses of statics and dynamics, challenges students to recogn ize the useful-

ness of technolo gical instruments,
such as AutoCAD, and to think methodically and efficiently.
She also endeavors to get to know
her students on a pers enal level and to
encourage them to adopt a
"lifelong love of learning."
It was instilled in her
long ago by her pare nts,
who never had the'opport unity to attend co llege, th.at
"ed ucation ha s a great
value that can' t be taken
from you."
Dr. Koe n, the yo un ges t
of fo ur girls, was born in
Scott Co un ty, dow n in the
boo t heel o f Missouri. At
Chaffee High School, she
was active in a wide variety

Following her high schoo l years,
Dr. Koen attended the University of
Missouri-Ro lla to .obtain her B.S.,
M.S. and Ph.D., all in engineering
management. She worked at Missouri

of acti vities .
She was editor of the
Dr. Mary Ann Koen
yearbook, a member of the
honors society and the first girl to take
Enterprise, a business assistance cendrafting. She was also the first female
ter in town, as a community assessment
in her school to win a c hess tourn a- program director and then at Mo-Sci as
ment! As a result of her academic efa research analyst before becoming a
forts. she went on to graduate at the top
faculty member of the Basic Engineerof her class.
ing Department at UMR.

Aside from her teaching responsibilities, Dr. Koen attempts to help students make the transition from high
school to college as painless as possible . She works with the freshmen
orientation preview program and freshman engineering ·seminars. She is

lanOownerd

also a freshmen advisor.
For the past four
years, Dr. Koen has been
working with Zeta, a sorority here on campus. She
and Diane Stutz have been
involved with a pilot program, studying the effects
of smaller class sizes, oneon-one mentoring and allfemale classes.
Dr. Koen has played
an integral'role in the development of BESTStatics .

This computer program is
designed to aid statics students as they
study throughout the course of the semester by providing theoretical explanations. example problems and interacti,v e problems with instructional
aids.

Dr. Koen met her husband, Bruce,
at the Baptist Student Union in C ape
Guirardeau while taking s ummer
courses at Southeast Missouri State
· University. They were married nearly
eighteen years ago and now have two
special children: Jennifer, 16, and
Jared, 12.
Through the ;ldoptive student min- '
istry at their church, Salem Avenue
Baptist, the Koen family grew in size

fri;rld

. off.fi

u~Al

adlis

e~cepI

from four to sevetl members. They
"adopted" three UMR guys and have
had great fun making their college days
a little less stressful.
Being active outside of school as
well, Dr. Koen enjoys woodworking,
quilting and cooking. She and her
husband are also in the process of
building a new house .
Dr. Koen is one of those special
people whose friendliness, smile, and
genuine concern brighten the days of
all those she comes into contact with.
Her love for students is made obvious
by her willingness to work with them
until tluiy fully understand a concept or
procedure and by the interest she takes
in their lives .
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SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE
ON THEIR WAY TO'THE TOP.
If you didn't.'sign up for

ROTC as a freshman or
sophomore, you can still
catch up this summer by
attending Army ROTC
Camp Challenge, a paid
,ix-week oon,"e in
leadership. Apply
now. You may qualify

i

for a $4,000 scholarship
and advanced officer
training when you return
to campus in the fall.
You'll also have the
self-confidence and
di"ipline yon n'ed
to succeed in college
and beyond.

~

. hikes is millied f or whic h Britis h QU'e en?
1"4. To support his famil y of le n In 1,9 81 . what Indiana star had to beco me
a professional basketball player?
15. Name the jaZz artist who made the tune "Ain't Misbebavin'" a hit.
See page 15 for answers to last week's qui z.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COWGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE

For details, visit Room 30 1, Harris Hall or call

341-4744
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It is that time of year again. Elections for S tudent Body P\esident are
right around the corner. In case you
did not kno w, anyone can run for the
office of Student Body President (he
or she also serves as the President of
Student Council).
To be put on the ballot, one
needs to collect 200 signatures and
student numbers from current UMR
students. These must be turned in to
the Student Council office (202 UCWest) by 4:30 p.m. on Monday, Feb-
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ruary 17. lfyou are interested·stop
by the Student Council office some
time this week.
Every _year Student Council
takes part in the Strategic Action
Planning for the campus. During
this time the Chancellor. other administrators and faculty and students gather to disc'uss what needs
to be done on campus the following
year. The items on this plan range
trom physical improvements of the
campus to innproved teaching quality. If you want to take an active role
in setting the university's Strategic
Action Plan for the next year, contact Andrea Duncan (adunc a
@umr.e du) or Adam Peterson
(apeter@umr.edu).

SUBCONSCIOUS'
The movie will play in ME-I04 at
Tom Mee

•

...

7 p.m. and 9:20 p.m. As always, the

SUB Source

IRISH TIMES:
Brent Osborn
SI. Pat's Source

It's down to the wire now' folks.
That tinne of year when the weather
starts warming up, the ground begins
thawing an.d the snakes make their way
to campus. Little do they know that the
UMR freshman are proudly wielding
their custom-crafted, hand carved
shileleleghs to show the respect a
snake around campus 'this tinne of year
deserves. The snake invasion is rapidly approaching and if your freshman
do no t have their tools of the trade then
they need to soon.
Word from the puck is ihat there

L£SS THAN A MONTH L£FT

Pat's along with the sweatpants, so be
sure to stop and pick yours up. No one
wants to or should be without there
very own " 97 Special Edition
Sweatshirt and matching sweatpants.
Be sure to stop by and see us in our
office. Junior and senior reps will be
maintaining office ho urs between 9:30
and 2:30 Monday through Friday, so if
you can not handle the pressure at the
Pu<,k, if you have any questions about
Follies, Gonzo & Games or the parade,
if your class load is just too heavy and
you need to someone or you just want to
kick back and relax in the hot tub, we
are there, 210 UC-West. A solution to
your problems is guaranteed, so long as
it pertains to St. Pat's. Stop by and see
us, if for no other reason than to make
sure that we are staying awake.
This year's parade is shaping up to
be a doozy. Four marching bands have

agreed to perform, so we are excited at
the opportunity to bring back the
Marching Band competition in this
year's parade.
Remember the parade theme is Dr.
Suess and!, few non-float spots are left.
If your organization is creative enough,
then enter in a non-float entry and
showcase your organization in the third
largest parade in the state of Missouri.
Also, several spots are still available for able-bodied individuals who
would like to be manure spreader pullers . This is a group of students who
pull St. Pat and his court on the rail car
as Court arrives on Wednesday at noon
for Follies at the Bandshell. Contact
the representative at the office for more
details.
Stay fired up and get ready, cuz the
best ever St. Pat's 1997 is only 29 Daze

The Student Union Board will
'present the movie When a Man Loves a
Woman on the weekend of February 14
and 15. The movie s~s Meg Ryan and
Andy Garcia in a compelling film that
deals with a family that embarks on a
courageous battle wllh alcoholism.

film is free to all UMR st'!dents with
their valid ID.
SUB will also present the National
Players performance of Shakespeare's
A Midsummer Night's Dream. The
play will be in Leach Theatry in Castleman Hall on Wednesday, Febraury 19
at 8 p.m. Tickets are required for the
performance and are available at the
UC-West ticket window. Student tickets are free and public tickets are $5.

SALES
Sound Systems

Stage UghHng

OJ Systems

~'!~¥o 1V~88

Speakers, Mixers, Amps, Mics, Cables
& Accessories

DENON

Winter Hours
Mon-Frl1Q-6, Sat 11-5
For after hours appointments call
(573) 341-5267

.-A_

Located two miles
of Zenas on Martin
Springs Drive.
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Just where have computers taken us?
•
,

John Johnson
Humor Columnist

I'm frustrated because I keep hearing people talk about how technology is
"taking over" like its some bad thing.
Watch out, theY ;1I say, computers will
take over our lives! Technology is bad,
they'll scream. This computer just hit
me! Meanwhile, those of us that are
enjoying the computer revolution are
screaming, "I just cut your torso
I'm speaking of Doom and other related computer games of course.
Without technology and computers, such comments would not be able
to be made. For example, I heard the
above comment screamed from one of
my university ' s technologically advanced computer labs. Without computers, we would be forced to use our
imagination in order to run down dark
hallways- and blow people up. And that
would jusl be inefficient and lime consuming.
BUI thi s ability to cui people' s torsos off in cyberspace didn ' t happen
overnight. As a mailer of fact , I can
remember when il all started. The ye ar
was 1987. Communism was righl
around the corner. The nalion lived
under a cloak of fear and darkness .. .
and Michael Jackson. Bul then there

am"

'I" •
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... . ,
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m':~Ii)~less e",sl~,,<ie of conti~u
any s~o.iiting-uP 6nh~ro'in. His
Rla~ ~M'\llY end upbeing~t back
at fuehafids ofreality \fu4ih~ mfllie""e

and

was light in my fourth grade e1ementary school. We got computers!
I remember my first day in front of
that pearly, brand new Apple computer. The green screen and a1J four
megs of its memory stared back at me,
so promising, so enchanting as if to say,
"Go ahead, push that red button in the
back!" So I did, and thus ended our first
day in the computer lab.
But in the fifth grade we got to play
with a wonderful little program called
Logo. Logo consisted of a little triangle
called a turtle (named that because it in
no way looked like a turtle). That was
it, just a blank screen and. a turtle.
Basically, you had to tell the turtle
what to do by typing-in comrnands_ For
example, F3 R456 B67 L1213 would
make the turtle turn right. F4 R234
B213 would make it back up and so on.
But all of this was too confusing for a
fourth grader, especially when the
screen was Whispering about the red
bUllon .. .
My next memorable computer experience didn't come until high-scliool
when the English Department got computers due to a generous government
grant. So one day, we aU walked in to
class to find ... the same computers from
fourth grade. But despite the frugality
of my high-school, the typing department got brand new _computers with
word processing programs. This is
what saved my grade in typing. Ah, the

miracle of Cut and Paste. Just a few
clicks and I was typing 300 words a
minute! Isn'l technology wonderful?
Because of my cutting and pasting
abilities, I thought that I was pretty
knowledgeable about computers by the
time I got to college. That is until I mel
a strange breed of people called "Computer Science Majors ... You can spot
them by their huge finger muscles.
Man, they can really cut and paste with
authority!
You have to be careful with
CompSci majors however. If you let
your guard down, you could quite possibly fmd yourself in a conversation
like the one I had the other day.
Me: "Hey Todd, wliat do you think
is wrong with my disk."
Todd: "00 you have the right drivers loaded? Because you'1I want to
have the proper drivers loaded before
you check your boot sectors so you
don't accidentally fry your PCI ports.
Or do you have Scuzzie ports? If so,
make sure you protect your FAT sectors from being over-written."
Me: "Uh ... Bul what about my disk
thingee?"
Todd : .. 1101011101101101011.. ...
At that point Todd started speaking
only in binary code and then he
crashed. Don't worry, he'll be okay.
Just don ' t let this happen 10 you. The

see Computer, page 15

rrhe .9lIumnae Of Chi Omega
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Mi 'n·ers hold three game win streak
Miners hope to
continue MIAA
comeback tonight

evening's game, though, as a(lY player
will tell you, Lincoln will treat this
game like any other, post-season or no
post-season.
The Miners spirits are riding high
. coming into tonight's game. They've
just come off of a win against Truman
Jim DuValeus'
state last Saturday at Truman States'
home court, they defeated Pittsburgh
S'taff Writer
State, .the second place team in the
conf~rence, at home by twelve last
Wednesday, and won a thrilling
Tonight, the UMR Miners will overtime game against Emporia State
travel to Jefferson City, Mo. to take on two days before that. It 's been quite a
the Lincoln Tigers. The Miners are tum of events for the hometown team,
currently on a three game winning who'd dropped seven of their previous
streak, bringing their record to 14-8 nine games.
overall, and 6-8 in the Mid-American
Coming into Saturday 's game
Intercollegiate Athletics Association versus the Truman State Bulldogs, the
conference. Lincoln on the other hand Miners were at 5-8 in the MIAA, and
is not faring so well . They are the Bulldogs at4-8, with Truman State.
currently sitting at the bottom of the winning the teams earlier match-up
MIAA with a 2-11 record, and they're this season 76-73. Add to that injuries
4-17 overall.
to guard Kevin Conkright and starting
For the Miners, this is a gam~ forward Marc Tompkins, the team's
they would very much like to win. As fourth leading scorer, and the Miners
of now, with their 6-8 conference looked to have their hands full .
record, they are in seventh place among
They started rather slowly.
the eleven conference teams, and have Neither team could seem to find the
four games remaining in the season. basket. The Miners, in' fact, shot only
Winning games now, for the team, nine for 29 in the flfSt half. Luckily
means the possibility of better seeding for them, Truman State struggled eVen
in the post-season tournament, and the more so. They managed to hit just
chance to playa (possibly) easier seven of 39 shots in the first half,
opponent for the first round.
including a dreadful one for 18 from
Lincoln. however, is most likely three-point'range. When the half
looking towards next season, with ended • .the score stood Miners 21.
conference post-season hopes all but Bulldogs 18.
diminished. This. at least the Miners
Then. in the second half. the
hope. will help UMR's chances in this Miners turned il up a notch . They shot
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an impressive 14-23 from the floor and_
netted 12 of 14 free-throws for 48
second half points. On the other end
of the court, they held Truman to just
27 points after the half, en route to a
69-45 victory.
The Miners displayed a balanced
scoring attack throughout the game.
They got double digits in scoring from
four players: Kevin Fort, Tim
Holloway, Jeff Kobl, and Ryan
Pippett, who has done a fine job at
forward in Marc Tompkins' absence.
. Ryan Matthews had a good game
as well. Matthews scored eight pints,
led the team with eight rebounds, and
had three blocked shots.

see Miners page 17

Miner Match-Up
.)'

Lincoln at UMR

•

Site: Gale Bullman Multi-Purpose Building,
Rolla, Mo.
Date: Dec. 11,1996
Time: 7:30 p.m. CST

Head Coaches: Lincoln: Dave Baird UMR: Dale Martin
Players to watch: Lincoln: Elliot Alexander, F; Randell Tarrence G. Miners: Jeff Kokal, C;
Tim Holloway, G.
Outlook: The Miners will enter their game with Lincoln riding a three game winning streak in
the MIAA and now have their Sights set on the sixth seed for the conference toumament.
Lincoln on the other hand owns the MIAA cellar at 2-11, 4-17 overall at press time.
Source:UMR Sports Information

Swi'mmers take dual meet
Joe McLain
Staff Writer

The University of Missouri
Rolla will have this week off as it
prepares for the Mideast Regional
Championships ' which start Thu .•
Feb. 20 and go on till Sat., Feb.
22. - Coach Mark Mullin has won
six regional championships in his
eleven- years as head coach of the
UMR swim team.
Last weekend the Miner swim
team met in a du.al meet with
Principia College in Rolla on Sat.,
Feb. 8. The Miners won the meet
easily 111-76. In the all important
relays UMR dominated swimming
the two fastest times in both of
them. In the 200 yard medley
relay
Mark
Pearce ,
Jeff

.....-________________

~7Z""

~~

.Rueschhoff, Tom Beccue, and
. Todd Lundberg teamed up to finish
in a time of 1:47 . 21.
Kris
Leftwich, Brian Cunningham ,
Lundberg. and John Mikrut came
in at 1:31.42, fastest · time in the
200 yard freestyle relay. UMR
to'O k first in five of the nine
individual events . Steve Caruso
won the 1000 yard freestyle with
a time of 10: 15 .66. In the 50 yard
freestyle David Nurre won in
22.74 seconds. Nurre, Pearce, and
Jeff Rieker finished first, second,
and thi~d respectively in the 100
yard freestyle.
Sel],jor Bill
Unzicker claimed first in the 100
yard backstroke at 58.50 seconds .
To finish of the indiviejual events
UMR 's Randy Jones swam int!)
first place in the 10Q yard
breaststroke.
The UMR Miner swim team
finished the season with a 5-3

Kevin Fon looks for an open man In UMR's game against the
Pittsburg State Gorillas.

record in dual meets and took first
in three of its four invitationals.
Other noteworthy accomplishments
this season are the Miners' NCAA
Division II qualifying times. Bill
Unzicker qualified for the 200 yard
breaststroke when he swam it in
2:06.20 at the Arkansas-Little Rock
Invitational. Also Brian Korsedal
qualified for the 100 yard butterfly
with a time of 50.7 9. In the 200 yard
butterfly Caruso had a time of
1:54.27 to qualify for NCAA. Again
Bill Unzicker qualified. This time
in the 400 yard individual Medley
at 4 :01.98 to round out UMR's
NCAA qualifiers in individual
events. In the 200 yard freestyle
relay the group of Jones, Beccue,
Korsedal , and Leftwich had a time
of' 1:24.69 to qualify for NCAA in
that department. All qualifications
occurred at the Arkansas-Little
Rock Invitational.
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Loss to Truman State a key setba ck

Lady Mi·ners' MI AA play-off hopes dampen

~

Gina Godat
Starr VVriter

On Wednesday, February 12, the
Lady Miners will play an away game
with Lincoln. As of Feb. 4, Lincoln had
an MTAA record of 0-11. UMR has a
current MIAA record of3-9. ln the last
match-up of these tw~ teams, the Lady
. Miners defeated Lincoln by a score of
87 -42.
"Lincoln is struggling," said Lady
Miners h ~ad coach Linda Robert s.
"They play well on their home floor.
They have played every MIAA team
well in their home court. We may have
a diffi cult tim e with th em,"
commented Roberts.
On Sarurday, February 8, the Lady
Miners traveled to Kirksville , MO, to
face the Truman State Lady Bulldog.
Amy Eagan scored the first points for
Truman and they didn't look back. The
Miners did not hold a lead at any time
in this game. At the end of the first
half. the score was 49-29 in favor of
the Lady BUlldogs. By the end of the
first hall; Dee Johnson was the leading
scorer of the game with 15, Eagan had
13. Johnson also led the Miners in
rebounds with three. Fouls may have
also contributed to the lead going into
the second half. ln the first half, the

Min er trac k
competes at
CMSU meet '
Natban Erdman
Sports Editor

The Miner and Lady Miner
indoor track teams competed at the
Central Missouri 'State Invitation al
Friday. While there were few high
place fmishers among the sprint and
field events', the distance runners had
strong finishes ..
In the men's mile run Craig
_ McCauley led the way for the Miners
with a 14th place finish with Josh Sales
finishing 18ih. In the 800 meter run
Chris Wildschu rtz finished 20th.
Cross -country All-Amer ican Ben
Mulvaney was the Miner's highest
finisher in the meet with a third place
finish in the 5,000 meter run. And the
men 's mile relay team finished 13th.
In the 400 meter dash Eddie Brown
led the way for the Miners finishing
19th .

see Track page 18

Miners shot 4-4 from the freethrow
line, while Truman was,15-16 .
In the second half, Truman had
as much as a 32 point lead over the
Lady Miners. The Miners fought back
and fmished the game with a 20 point
deficit. Megan Kahn and Eagan led the
scoring for the game with 23 and 24
points respectively. Johnson led the
Miners with 18. LeAnn Farmer and
Heather Hartman each had 13. Farmer

There were eight lead changes in
the second half. Both teams shot the
ball fairly well. The Miners had an
. average of .483, while the Gorillas had
an average of .485. With 12:35 left on
the clock, the Miners had an II point
. lead. It was quickly taken away with a
made jumper by Jenni Miller and
seven points by Jamie Osborn. The
Miners were ahead by only one point
with 24 seconds on the clock. The
Gorillas had possession of the ball. The
Miners defended the ball well, but
Leslie Dudley 'was able to sneak in a
shot to put the Gorillas up by one with
three seconds left. The Miners got the
ball thrown in, but were unable to
score. The leading scorer in the game
was Dee Johnson with 23 points. She
was also the leading rebounder with
12. Emily Mills had 13 points and
LeAnn Farmer had six assists. Leading
scorer for the Pittsburg State Gorillas
was Amy Bartlesmeyer with 15.
the
to
Left: Heather Hartman drives
"On that last play, I feel we did a
basket for the Lady Miners. Above:
job on defense. There was no·pass
great
battle
n
Johnso
Dee
and
Hartma n
to the post and they tried to force it in.
Pittsbu rg State oppone nts for a
The ball was knocked loose and
rebound. The Lady Miners are 7-14.
Dudley wasn' t in the play. Shc picked
up the loose ball and put it in," said
Boyd Niesen
Roberts. ""!'!tis game confU1'J\ed that
we are good enough to beat people. If
also had an' impressive 11 assists. The McMillan hit a three just a little over we can get into the playoffs, I wouldn't
three minutes into the game to give the want to play us, but if we don't win
final score was 73-93.
Wednesda y, February 5, the Miners the lead for the first time in some games, there ,will be no playoffs.
Miner s faced the Pittsburg State the game. Johnson contributed the next Johnson had a tremendous game. She
Gorillas at the Gale Bullman Multi- · seven points. [n the first half the had great offense and defense . .
points
Purpose Building. The Gorillas won Miners had II turnov'ers , and the Bartlesmeyer scored most of her
when Dee wasn't in the game I also
the game by a score of 68-69. Within Gorillas had eight.
''The first half was just a matter thought McMillan and Melanie Fisher
the first four minutes of the game,
starting guard, Jaime Martens picked of who played worse," commente d did well coming off the bench.
up. three f~uls. She was then replaced Roberts. The first haIf score was 31by freshman Denise McMillan .

30, Gorillas leading.

see Lady Miners page 18

Are Yo u
... Se arc hin g for a .Challenge?
... Looking for an Adventur~?
... Re ady to ma ke a Di ffe ren ce?
intere sted
We're lookin g for an energe tic, above averag e group of stude nts
you think
If
s.
campu
on
in servin g in one of the most recogn ized positi ons
the Front
at
a.tion
. you have what it takes . pick up a Resid ent Assist ant Applic
tment
Depar
the
Desk of Tj, Kelly Hall Office at the Quad, or in 104 Norwood,
.
of Residential Life,
nk at
. Questions? Conta ct Brend a ,Wieseler at 341-6 339 or Gerrit Leefti
341- 9748 or email wiesel@umr.edu.
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RANK;i. NAME
SCHOOL
YEAR
TIME

Mid-America Intercollegiate
Ath letics Association
Last Updated: February 9,1997

CONF

, ass~ts. l.eading

12-2
Washburn
. Pittsburg State 10-4
CMSU
9-5
8-5
MOWestern
Emporia State 7-6

rg State Gorillas
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7-7
NWMSU
Missouri-Rolla 6-8
5-8
MSSC
4-9
SW Baptist
Truman State
Lincoln

4-9
2-11

Ath letics Association
Last Updated: February 9,1997

OVERALL
17-7
16-6
17-5
14-7
12-9

CONF

OVERALL
14-5
14-5
15-5

9-3
MOWestern
8-3
Pittsburg State 8-4
7-4
Washburn
7-4
SW Baptist

14-5
13-6

10-12
14-8

6-5
5-6

13-6
9-10

8-13
9-10

4~6

9-8
7-11

8-13
4-17

1>B. UNZICKER
UM-ROLLA
SR
4:01.98
2>K. EVERETT
OAKLAN D
SR
4:04.78
3>K. KOZI CKI
OAKLAN D
JR
4:04.98
4>C . CU NDIFF
CSUB
SO
4:0S.07
s>c . BREITBART
CSUB
JR
4:0S.83

Truman State

3-7
3-7
0-11

>
MM-

0-

"

~

I

OAKLAND
1:22.66
DRURY
1:24.19
UM-ROLLA
1:24.69 ·
SHIPPENSBURG
1:24.86

7-11
4-1 4

(1)
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ct:j .

.

(1)
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thing you neec;l to r un a small business. Even if it is oULof a plane.
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W it h full ser vice mailboxes':"'. copying, faxing, complete packing
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MAILBOX£SETC~

IT' S N O T WHAT WE DO .
I T ' S HOW WE DO IT :~

Southside Shoppers World
1028 S, Hwy 63, Rolla

3q4-0006 Fax 364-0007
Hours: 9-6 M-F 9-1 Sat.

r-----'I
3 MONTHS FREE

I

Mail box Service. Get 3 mo nth.s FREE with
pu rchast of 3 monlhs. New cuSlomt U o nJy.
Lmlll o nt coupon pet customer per Visi t. ThiS
l oITer 15 no r good in eombi n:l.rion wtlh :l.ny other
afTer. V:lbd Jt ,h iS and p;Hflcip:l.lln g 100 liOns
• Restrictions apply. Offe r ap l~ $ ·
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BICYCLE ·
RACING

Find at least six differences
between these two pictures.

GEECMAYWUH

Q 0 M K

K S Q P N L·
S C

Hocus Focus

G D B Z X V S

D W U R P N K

C N UHF E E C
S X L S A

P M Y LOA

YEA . X (V E L 0 D ROM E) L C

V U V R S H Q A A E E B PAY

o

N M K 0 T

Y PAR L

E C ~ A L R G Z S
X V

C

E H T E G F

U F G T N

R P SST

T R R F Q P 0 M L C K

H G S

TEO E C N A R FED R U 0 T

Find tbe lisied words in tbe diagram. Tbey MIn in
aU directions-forward, backward, UPt down and
diagonally.
Criterium
Cyclist
Gears
Gloves

Helmets
Off·road
Olympics

Speed

Sprint
Stag e race
Tour de France
Track

Trials
Triathlon
Velodrome

copyright 1997
King Features Syndicate

see Solutions,
page 15
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HELP WANTED
M<;n/W omen earn $480 weekly assembling circuit boards/electronic components at home. Experience unnecessary, will train. Immediate openings
your local area. Call 1-520-680-7891

EXT C200
The audacity of serving burnt
waffles!
Donate canned food to LON.E.
Ladies of Kappa Chi.
Congratulation s on making it
through the first round of tests ! Keep
up the studying! Keep kickin' it!
Candice

lllZ rules!
Thanks for being such cool people,
Farrar 3! :)
Anne
He was wrong.
Heather,
How's the "Love Calculator?"
Can you get pregnant from kissing?

Lightning Hoops! Jarntastic!
Whatever!
So, where's Carol?
Susan and Kim,
Good job on Mystery Theatre
3000!
:) Jennifer
Craig,
Now that you know where the fire
extinguishers are, tTy not to use them!
:) Jennifer
Happy Valentine's Day, Patrick!

Welcome to Kappa Delta! Sorry I
wasn't there last Tues.
AOT,
YPE

R

A

S
T

Kim,
You're the best Big Sis! The K&D
are perfect!
AOT,
Rachel

JG

E
MARITEL

Little C.
Go for the Gold!
BiggD

Nichole,
You and I both know what needs to
be done. so let's just do it!
AOT.
Amy

JG

Happy Valentine's Day, Quad
Staff!
K
Bigg D,
The gold has already been won.

Congratulations to Delta Omicron
Lambda's new members. Billie. Ann
Marie: Leslie. Darcy, Pam and len.
DOL loves its new initiates!!

lustin,

Amber.
Sunset is coming!
Jon

Andrea, .

Jarred ,
Show 'em how it's done!

:) Anne

I like pain and agony.

I

M

Billie.
Had any good trips .lately???
Hey DOL
Lef s get pumped for St.

Paf~! !!!

Andrea,
Kay Dee loves you!
KappaDelta Pledges are the best!
Love in AOT,
YPE & SET leaders

Kelly and Chri.s,
Hi, Cheeseheads !!

Liltle C
Shawn. and lessi.
Thanks for visiting my room. :) I
hope the rug burns and puncture
wounds have healed .

DOL,
Is that barking, meowing, mooing
and cockling I he ar???

Robyn,
I still have the power.
always the list serve.
AOT.
Amy

Arflack,
You're the best! In case you were
wondering, I'm not nuts .. .! promise.
AOT,
Kasieface
Hey Latte Boy,
Will you take my testfor me?
the S upermodel

Nichole,
Hey - you're kinda cute!
Traci
Anika and Martha,
Isn't it great to only look sweet and
innocent?
AOT,
Tracy
Cathy,
Stop here for escort.
AOT,

YBS
Christy,
Hark, hark!
AOT,
Cheryl
Amy and Martha,
We . s!ill need that consolation
party.
ADT,
your thermo sister
KT,
Your Lil Sis loves V!

There's

Dawn.
What was Josh doing last night on
the front porch that made you giggle?
AOT.
KT

HeeeyyyGoat!
Have you ever met anyone like me
before?
Melinda,
Strawberry soda and 50 cent earrings don't equal a good evening. huh?

R.
Thanx for listening to me gri·pe
about stupid boys!
AOT,
C
Nichole,
Thanks for everything.
YLS

KT.
I really need a cat. Otherwise that
Kas ie.
. aluminum foil will rot all over the . Traci.
The giraffes got away but I think .- · place. and wolf steak won't even be an
: Chicken and fISh, what dice?
.Wubby
the salad is still fresh-in that three. -. !'ption.
Happy Easter.
. AOT. . '.
f.
· KT
the astronaut

.1-

"Sire! .
Th(
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THAT'S JAKE
by Jake Vest

DAVE
by David Miller

DAW .;;u~"'~ HIM~~Lf
wrrH PO<;ITiVE' peoPlE. .

GEORGE by MARK SZORADY
SHOOT! I WANT 1b suRF THE WEB,
BuT I CAN'T CATcH A WAVE/

'I'd like to amend that old proverb
a bit: People who live in glass houses
shouldn't insist on clean windows!'

1/

..

;~

:ule!

I

!
looksweetand

R.F.D. by MIKE MARLAND

Wh,Y rural peope dorit
call it "Fast FOoc:;l': •.
t

"Sire! The rumors are true!
There was a palace
takeover!"
Fine. dear.
How was

yl

THE SPATS by JEFF PICKERING
I PR!:FER TO Tftl NK
OF IT AS ONE OF
MY "PORcelAIN
POSSIBilITIES:

lal consolalion

----
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me gripe

OUT ON A UMB by GARY KOPERVAS
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Bullock
to his students. However, he also hopes
to teach them something else not related to the mining industry.
"I want them to apply them·
selves and go out and do
well. Some students go to a

CON SOL Inc., Zeigler Coal, Sir lames
Goldsmith , W .R. Grace, Newmont

Wilson explained , " It takes

$550,000 in the state of Missouri to
obtain a professors hip. It
also takes $1.1 million to
gel a chair at the university.
Right now, the total dona·
tio ns exceed $550,000, but
there is still not enough for

good high school and receive
a good backgroun d in math
and science. My high school
didn ' t have very good math
and science programs, but I
did pretty well. Any.one who

Thomas A . Holmes, chairman of Ingersoll-R and and a
1950 UMR alumus. He
wanted to give something
back to the university so he
staried to raise money to get

, ! :: ~

::!

...""

It, •

;

a professors hip and eventu·
ally a chair.
The professors hip was
named for Robert H. Quenon,
. a retired president and chair-

Blue Key

from page 2

the Month." Blue Key also contribute s
to the Rolla communit y by holding the
annual MS Walk as well as taking on
special projects like painting a dis·
abled person's home. Blue Key serves
the UMR alumni through an annual
newsletter as well as assisting in the
Order of the Golden Shillelagh events .
. Questions can be addressed to len

manufactu rers in the country.
Other speakers have included
Michael May, CEO of Empower, Inc.

mechanica l engineerin g and engineering mechanics , and EMARC associate

chair."
The Robert H. Quenon
Chair in Mining Engineer.
ing will be flfSt at UMR
which according to Wilson
"is fitting because the min·
ing engineerin g departmen t

The program, which has been in place
since 1993, is for the research and
developm ent of ultrasa'nic traveling
wave motors .
The center will concentrat e on three
main areas of research to start with.

. really is what started
UMR."
Bullock is expected to
hold the professors hip for
3-5" years . At that time the
professors hip should be el-

The first is the developme nt of "piezoelectric" sensors and motors to be used
in high-tech electronic systems. Parts
made from the piezolelec tric materials
are pressure.s ensitive and can be used

evated to a chair.
" When that time comes,"
Wilson explained, "we will

in ultrasound technology , "smart" struc·
tures and other such devices.
Ano ther area is the developme nt of

filni structures use.d in Ii variety'of
areas such as gas sensors and gas sepa·
ratio n membrane s. Lastly is the devel·
opment o f solid oxide fuel cells used as
an energy e fficie nt fuel source for large

ceive it."

indus tries.

thin

from page 2
There are many benefits to having
the center on campus and many of the
professors are pleased to see it implemented. "The mission of the new
center is· to create new jobs within the
state of Missouri," says Dr. Anderson,
a Curators' Professor of ceramic engineering and director of the center: "And
the program will give UMR students
the opportunit y to co·op work for some
of those industries before they gradu·
ate, which will better prepare them for'
after graduation ."
Anderson was also pleased that
part of the center's goals was to direcl
'research to specific indus!rial problems along with companyp roductprob lems. "This will give UMR an excel\ent opportunit y to transfer technolo.
gies to some of those industries, " he .
says . "We, in fact, will act as a delivery
system by delivering technologi cal information to those companies ."
To help fund the program. !\te Mis·
souri Departmen t of Economic Devel·
opment has provided $150,000 for the
first year plus $300,000 a year for the
next three years. In addition to the state
and Allied Signal, there are many other
industries including McDonnel l Dou·
glas. Praxair, BP Chemical, Marsh In·
dustries, TDA Research Inc., Technol·
ogy Manageme nt Inc .. Emerson, and
Argonne National Labs.

erpillar, and Randy Dobbs, General
Manager for Engineerin g Services for
General Electric.
The nex t lecture in the series is
scheduled for February 26. The speaker
that night will be UMR alumnus 1erry
Plunkett, President and, CEO of Kan·

UMR in Ceramic Engineerin g as well
as a Ph.D. from MIT. Plunkett assisted
in marketing producis including seven
of his own inventions involving new
materials and practices currently valued at over $500 million.
Haynes said the fmal event of the

Mus

.:.;.:.-;-.
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Excel
The EPLS was started last semes·
ter with a kickoff banquet in Nove~
ber. The keynote speaker was Robert
Garvey, CEO of one of the largest steel

means of increasing the United States'
competitiv eness in the global market,"
says Dr. Daniel Stutts, professor of

open up the chair to anyone
inlerested and those Ihat
qualify for it. If Bullock is interested.
he certainly has the credentials to ": -

Justin Sutherland

Dr. Richard Bullock
man of the board o f Peabody
Holding C o. of St. Louis.
Mining, Arch Mine,ral, and Peabody
Holmes. Quenon. and numerous other
in order
individuals and companies including . 1-I0lding had to raise $550.000
to receive a professors hip.
Dresser Industries . Ingersoll· Rand.

eral, and university partners, will be·
come more common in the future as a

director.
Stutts, along with Dr. Wayne
Huebner, a professor and chair of the
departmen t of ceramic engineerin g,
have bee n in charge of another research
program at University of Missouri-R olla
that was also funded by AlliedSign als.

a chair. When the commit·
ted donations from all of
the companies and indio
viduals are collected. we
will have enough for a

wants to leam and is willing
to do work will do well."
Bullock ' is the first re o
cipient of the Quenon Pro·
fessorship at Roll a. The Professorship was s tarted by

EMARC

lI'ed pesd8

?:1

the student leaders who attended the
Fall Banquet to select three· of their
organizati ons' young leaders-in- train·
ing to join with corporate sponsors for

mell"
-Don'

dinner and to hear a panel of yDlUlg
UMR alumni discuss. with the advantage of hindsight, what they would

Little, ne w member e ducator,
jlittle@ umr.edu.
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of the band and a crowd of people
making noises you don't nonnally hear
in a church.
The song list included oldies and
goodies like "Porno Star" from Eunich
to " ..... because of the Chainsaw Massacre Part II." NIL-8 thanked everyone
after their gig and swooped off the
'stage to make room for the headliner,
Fragile..
In between sets, the crowd was
kept busy with Lunchmeat doing the
social thin g a nd highlighting
everyone's evening with announcements that verified that NIL- 8 wo uld
be back and other info on upcoming
shows at the Open Hand.
Fragile had took the stage with
frontman Scotty (Yes, I am 4' 1O ..... so
what of it?) in his polyester green jump
suit. The band kicked off the ir set with
"Cop Shows" and closed with the ir
crowd favs "Concepts" and "Anvil. "

energy with tons of mashing, jumping
around and again more tribal bobbling
of the bodies. The show ended around
I: 15 a.m. and the crowd was notified
by security that they "Gatta go, but they
don't have to go home" which means in
simple tenn s after hours piuties. Crazy
to say, I was unable to attend due to
constricting classes quite early in the
morning so that e nded the evening.
Overall, the concert was pretty kickin.
Tune in to the next issue where I
will rev iew the Celery wI Geisharnen
Concert. (Just between us Miner readers, Geishamen skipped town, so Celery played the whole night - what
happe nin' guys?)
Jimbob
Lazlo' Ba ne

For those that have never heard of
Fragile or yet to see them live are
The
definitely missing something.
entire Fragile show is off the wall

11 Transistor
Almo Sounds
Performance: 6
Sound Quality: 8.5
Aside from some impressive \Vhi s·
tling on 'Til Do Everything," 1 found
the first three tracks qu ite d ull . The
CD fi nall y gets into gear wi th the up-

Rocko

Computer

from page 8

give a "No WookGuarantee." It's there
in quite an unashamed fashion.
In a Nutsbell: Troinspotting
-Currently on video
-At times crude, but overall an
excellent movie

-Don't miss it!

key is to not ask them about your computer. Because if they try to fix it and
can ' t fmd. out what is wrong, they
won ' t stop trying.
It becomes more than a simple
project, it becomes an obsessive challenge. I still have one in my room from
last year. He's still hunched over the
monitor whispering strange things
like, "Now maybe if I just reconfigure
the root directory and have it recompile
using a ... 0010010010010."
This is a shame, because I really
need' that computer to do some really
important things. Namely, playing
Quake.
Bear in mind, ho~ever, that while
I am thoroughly enjoying this little
revolution, my parents have in no way

I[[usions •
Hair Salon

•

StUdent D'
.

1SCOUllts

704 North Bishop. Rolla Missouri 364-6965

beat "Buttercup," which uses a pleasant mixture of acoustical and electrical
guitars. Although 1975 was probably a
great year, the song "1975" was less
than great because it w';'; more about
personal experiences than any significant event.
"Novakane," on the other hand,
was one of the better s o~gs and seemed
to breathe life into a so far sedate CD.
In my opinion, the highlight of the CD
was Lazlo' s cover of "Overkill," the
old Men at Work song and Colin Hays'
~ elp with the vocals is jus t icing on the
cake.
There are only II tracks listed on
the sleeve but if you search up there is
a hidden track, number 69. Oohh, Ahh!
1 guess they picked this num ber for
humorous reasons but it isn't funny
when yo u search up and find that it' s
only over a minute long and not any
bener than any of the other tracks.
Unless your taste in music is vastly
different than mine, I would have to say
pass on this one.
Jason S .

helped me get to this point. Growing
up, the most technology that could be
found in our house was the dishwasher,
and even this boggled my parents'
minds. "Hey, John, help! The dishwasher won't start!" "Uh, try closing
the door first. "
This Christmas I tried valiantly to
bring my parents up to speed with the
modern world. So I bought them a
DOS For Dummies book. When they
opened my present my mom looked up
at me and said, "Do' s.for dummies?Do
what?"
So as I sit here in a multi-million
dollar high-tech multi media Pentiumpumped computer lab, I can ' t help to
look towards the future. A future full
of...well, more computers. And these

Two Bedroom/2 Ba1h luxury Condo. Close to Major

Hotel. Extra Nice. Sleeps Eight.
Owner/Agent Pearl Fry

1U594.f1Xl3 or
work 210.541·9161.

computers don ' t wish to take over the
world. They just wish to help us kill
imaginary things in a place that doesn't
exist. Is that so bad?
So I'd like all of you out there that
wish to speak badly of computers to
take a moment, sit down and re-<lxarnine things. But watch your back, because Ijust might CUT YOUR TORSO
OFF!
John Johnson' s works can also be
found in Physics 24 Lab Report
Weekly, of which the physics depart-

from page 12
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Hocus-Focus
Roof panel is missing.
Shirt is smaller.
Door knocker is missing.
Locket is missing.
Flowers are moved.
Neckline is different.

menl. exc/aims, "While it's not scienrifically correct by any means, it does
make us laugh. 'c' all rhe way!" You
can read past columns on Johnson's
. web page at www.umr.edul-jajohnsol
jhc1.htm.
..

A~UM' ~ Tenth Annual

~tudent lobby Day
Showcasing UM's Student Achievements

_J.
~~ Br~~ or-. Fur-.~¥ha Sou~ P~Jr8 islaar-oJ1

Solutions

from page 8

Date: February 26, 1997
Time: 1 :00 - 4:00 PM
Place: Missouri State Capitol

Ifyour organization or department would like to display its
projects and achievements to Missouri Legislators at the
State Capitol, please contact our office as soon as possible.
ASUM .. 212 UCW .. 341-4970 .. umrasum@umr.edu"
http://www.umr.edu/-umrasum/
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Gossip
Nichole,
Have you stained the batluoom red
lately?
YLS
Congrals, Diana Arflack.
Love, KD

Nichole and Kate,
What's that account number,
again?
Tillin'
Jen,
Come over and play!
YLSLynn :)

DJ,
You are a super piedge! Welcome
toKD!
DK
KT,
Thanks for getting thai coon OUI of
my muffler. Don'l forgello finger paint
that head of lettuce out on the wood-

Kappa Alpha,
Can't wait until w ~ exchange
"notes" with you.
Kappa Delta
Amy,
When is the ceremony?
AOT,
Nichole

pile.
Happy Hanukkah,
Kasieface

"I::; "
i:!
"11f'l
,., ..
"

Diana A. (the young one),
Kay Dee loves you!
AOT,

Congratulations to Diana, you're a
cool pledge!

Hey Face.
Everyone knows you can't eat
candy canes in January. By the way.
how often should I wash my hair?
Face #2

Angela. Tiff and Kate,
Who gets the hat today?
AOT,
Nichole
Tilling,
What's up with House Corp?
AOT.
Nichole

Keifer,
You're a great roommate!

AOT.
T illin'
Harness,
Think we'll aClually meet with
Denny.
Tillin'

Bizzie
well as his belief in progress as anything but the ability to burn more energy.
In facl, even though in a sense the
house had shrunk, his belly hadn ' l, and
a little more sugar would suit him fine
He turned to Dick and
just now.
smiled a bit·silly. "You can only rule
the Nilefor so long, wouldn't you say?"
And then, "The doughnuts aren' t quite
like they used to be are they, or maybe
it's the coffee."
Dick hardly glanced up, yet not
without consolati on of demeanor
urged, "Dellred needs those briefs by
ten, we have a lotof cleaning up to do."
"Reeve is pissed," Dick noted, boldly
calling his boss by his first name. "The
whole file base was mess at the last
checkoff, and no one wants to get their
hands dirty on this one with things the
way they are."
Drawing up Mitch exhaled. "The
repons will be in. it all goes in and oul.
Green turns to black and white to make
more green. Reports are papers to wipe
with , nobody ever really cares until you
get down to the cardboard tube. Then
somebody ' s got to pay for a new roll.

Tiff and, Katie S.,
Our tripod rocks !
AOT.
Nichole
Stacy,
I don't want it back. so don't even

n-y.
AOT.
EE281 Buddy

No class on Friday!
AOT,
Jen

Martha,
So how's it feel to be old?
AOT,
YBSR
Amy,
No deal. Burn if you wanl I'm
keeping the $10,000.
AOT

Martha,
I didn't do it! It was all Anilea this
time.

AOT,
YBSR
Tillin',
How was the egg?
AOT,
Anika

To everyone in KD,
You're all great and I'm so glad to be
your pledge.
Love,
Christy

YourFam
Happy Binhday, Marisa!
The Bunny Love Club
Missy and Marisa,
Happy Binhday.

Pil~burgh

the boy who sits in
yourrow

coml
me process
iheMiners
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gam~ 130
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Cassie,
I get the top bunk since I have such
a high number!

liey Monkey Boy,
What about our little present?

Jaggi,
Even though everyone says you resemble Corky, you really don't.

Tillin',
Remembe r the President's Club?
AOT.
the other member'

Fisher,
Thanks for riding shotgun to SI.
Louis.
Kelly

from page 7 "

You Know Who

barely.
AOT,
Anika

'THE 'PROFESSIONAL'

HAIR

CRM TER S
TELEPHONE: 341-3800

Colleen,
.Cooked any tomato sauce lately?

ZLAM
Hey Anne,
. I want to go to White wse, too!
Kelly
Zeta loves their basketball coaches! I

JOy SULLIVAN, Owner/Stylist

• W.I~-Ina Welcome
• Student Dllcoum a
708 N, Bishop Su~e 2
(Above Dominos Pizza)

====:;,

NORTH :§TAR
COMPUTER !iALE;

...
~.=-~~?ED-L...
~

--

1007B Pine St. # B3 Rolla
364-0512 364-9558 Fax
johnf@fidnet.com
http: //ww w.fid net.c om/-j ohnf

'Sal es and Service

gam~

poin~,

=;::====:======
for lunch, at happy hour, 6 or so. "It's ~==========:;:=
Friday, things will run late, but then a
break," Mitchell longed inside. Tonight he would ~ at the Broken Arrow
with Dick, himself and what was left of
his pattnership with Betty. And then
there was always .the new bfp (Big
Firm Prospect), Marla Dellred, boss'
daughter, .and despite her name, not
without her own personal selling
points. But he was a married man, and
perhaps even now could be nothing
else .
Later tonight maybe he would cook
some fricassee in the loft, the clients
always loved it, and after the full
evening, it used to make Betty feel like
she was at Mardi Gras. Of course Betty
would hold the show. Betty Maine
Gladden and company, out for the
evening. Business was business. Life
was bus~ness. And Mitch needed a
vacation. He opened ~is sharing folder.
and thought about meat for dinner.
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ZLAM,

Trashman ,
Who's your friend?

Mall,
Like all that PAD? ;-) Thanks for
all the love.
Natalie

nant." "Yes. 85 again," she said. "But,
that doesn 't change 85 things." And
then again it was busine,o;s.
The repons would be in by one,
12:40 to be on the safe side. Then time

ZLAM,

Manha and Tiff,
You're doing great on Panhel, and
don't worry, you'll live through GW,

Sarah,
Have you cleaned th'e bathroom
today?
AOT.
YBBBBS

who's on your team."
''Lunch tonight, right man." Dick
quipped back. Mitch nodded, and his
head raised but a little. Then he felt the •
Betty walked
cube grow smaller.
down the. aisle, he saw the red carpet of
the corridor turn a burnt orange as she
1eft a trail of paper behind her, each
successive segment of the corridor
reaching out in tuni like bridesmaids
diving for a nuptial corsage. Everyone
in succession took up Betty's memos,
reprimands and directives. And like at
their own allar, Mitch turned, and
grasped his morning memos with his
left hand, ayoiding her direct view. a
child hiding. As he read the first of the
stack of ten piles of convers:lli ons,
dictation and typing, he would wade
through this day. his right hand spilled
his coffee. Wiping .the sty from his
trousers. Mitch' s view climbed the
slim stocking clad thigh of his soon to
be ex·wife and stared. :'You're preg-

Kelly

ZLAM,
Kasie,
I took good care of your baby.
Anika's chauffeur service, how may I
help you?

Amy,
It really wasn't all that embarrass ing!
AOT.
Robyn

and you hope you weren't 'the last
sheet.' I'm just here to do what I'm
told Evenifith urts . Webuyou rown,
but its liard to be a team player when
you don't know the score or exen

TheTI
ledin~rir

ZLAM,

Happy Binhday, Missy!
Anika,
Thanks for spilling the beans!
AOT,
YLS

Mfr1

-----

My roomie is cool!!

Lynn,

YLLLLS

YPE

Great job, Tiffany .
Kale!
Coffee was fun , Healher.
Kate!!

Jen Harness,
Has your royalty check COfl1e in yet?
AOT,

~
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The Truman Stale Bulldogs were is what Miner athletics is all about,"
led in scoring by freshman guard Andy he said, "the kids - the whole program.
Guelhle, who had 13 points, and in We were beat up and broken down, but
rebounding by freshman Jason we played hard and won."
Reinberg with eight.
Two nights before that game
As men tioned earlier, last against Pittsburgh State saw the
Saturday, here in Rolla, the Miners Miners take on the Emporia State
defeated Pittsburgh State, one of the Hornets. What looked at first like it
tougher teams in the conference. The might be a w~ for the Hornets, proved
Miners outs hot Pittsburgh State .409 to be quite an exciting game, with the
to .373 in the game,. but the slory of Miners pulling away with an ovenime
the game came down to free throws. victory 83-81. The Hornets led the
Pittsburgh State played a physical game at the half 41-35 , and with the
game, committing 24 personal fouls in exception of one lead. change, led the
the process, and in doing so allowed game for most of the second half. With
the Miners 42 foul shots for the game. only five and a half minutes remaining
Seeing as how the Miners won, one in the game, ·Emporia State's Jerry
would expect that they might take more Beier made a breakaway layup to give
foul shots for the game, due to late- his team a nine point lead. Tim
game fouls. But, Pitt State allowed as Holloway responded right aw ay,
many free throws in the first half, 21 , though , by hitting a three-pointer,
as they did in the second, and the getting fouled, and making the foul
Miners took full advantage of their free shot to help close the gap, and the game
throw opportunities. They hit 35 of would remain close the rest of the way.
their 42 free throw attempts for the With only eleven seconds left in the
game, 13 of which by Tim Holloway, game the Miners had pulled to within
who last week ranked seventh in one point of tying the game, but a foul
NCAA Division II in free throw was made against the Hornets'
percentage at 88.6 percent. In Michael Masse who hit both free
comparison to UMR's 35 free throw throws and gave his team a three-point
points, Pittsburgh State only scored 35 . lead . The Miners had one more
points in all of the second half.
. chance, and with three seconds left in
The leading scorers of the game the game, Tim Holloway threw up a
were UMR's Tim Holloway with 23 desperation three pointer, ... swish - and
points, and Pittsburgh State's Javier the game went to overtime. Holloway
Velazquez who scored 15 . Ryan would add three more points in
Pippett led either team with 11 overtime, and Ryan Pippett scored five
rebounds, and Pittsburgh State in the period, to help the Miners along
outrebounded the Miners 42-32 for the to the 83-81 win.
game. The final score was 74-62.
Coach Martin had nothing but
Realizing that Pittsburgh State praise {or his team after the game.
was second in the MIAA only to "Timmy hit that key three pointer.
Washburn, and that the Miners had When you have shooters like that you
lost to them earlier this season, the can win games . We had a lot of
team knew it would not be an easy emotion and a lot of adrenaline, and
victory. UMR coach Dale Martin . even though we had a sparse . crowd
offered some insight into the game: they really got into it. We also got great
"We were playing at h,?me, and with minutes out of Pippett. Tonight he
more conftdence tonight We thought seemed more focused, and he got the
that they had made their run to early, feel of the game quicker. He has to
and we continued to play well continue to work hard and he'll get his
defensively. Terry Smith contained time." He also looked forward to the
[Marc] Eddington very well, and they upcoming games, "Destiny is in our
didn't shoot nearly as well as they did hands. We have to play it one game at
last time. And Pittsburgh State did a a time. We need to .control the tempo.
good job on the boards, but Jeff really We do that and we'll win some games
came through for us on the inside. We here."
were really playing harder, smarter,
The. leading scorers for the game
and shooting better out there." Coach were the Miners' Holloway with 28,
Manin also mentioned the post season and Emporia States' Scott Harkess
prospects of the team saying that "sixth with 21 points. Harkess also led his
team in rebounding witli nine; andis noi out of reach for us."
Overall the coach seemed very Ryan Pippett again led the Miners with
pleased with the victory, "This game eight.

*$200'-$500WEEKLY*
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Mailing phone cards. No experience necessary,
Formoreinfurmation send a self-addressed
stamped envelope to: Global Communication,
. P.O. Box 5679, Hollywood, FL 33083
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CUPID'S
CHOICE!!!!
., Roses
• Carnations
• Bouquet in mug
14.95 and up

. 2 Sweetheart Roses - Vase
9.95
" Balloons
• BEARS
" Valentine Gift Baskets
., Blooming Plants

• Fresh Bouquet
.Heart Box Candy
PECIAL
.Stuffed Bear
• Perfume
• Mylar Balloon
$49.95 and up
VALENTINES FOR HIM!!!
Sunny Wall Flowers
1107 Pine Street
364-3161
8:30 - 5:30 Man - Fri
8:00 - 5:00 Sat

~

National

Condom

Week

Februar~ 1~-21

U~ing a c.ondom i~
10,060 t.i~5
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Lady Miners
McMillan shot well and Fisher
handled the ball well," Roberts said.
"We just have to play s strong gamethe whole game. If we would have
played 40 minutes, we wo uld have won
this game," commented Roberts.
Monday, February 3, the Lady
Miners faced the Emporia State
Hornets at the Gale Bullman M:ultiPurpose Building. The Miners were
defeated by a score of 83-72. Both
teams shot well in the first half. The
Miners were 500 from the field and 78 from the tree throw line The Hornets
were 16-28 from the field, but were
unable to make it to the line. Heather
Hartman lead the Miners in scoring for
the first half with 15 points. Johnson
contributed eight to the Miners' score.
The Hornets were led by Aneta
Kausaite, who is listed in the M1AA
sta ts fo r being in the top ten in
rebounding, field goal percentage. free
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9.9¢MIN

throw percentage , three-po int
NO FEES 6 SEC BILLING
percentage and made three-pointers, INTERSTATE I NA TIO NW ID E
FREE CALLING CARD
assists, blocked shots, and steals. She
1 800-564-4348
had nine points and four rebounds in
the first half At the end of the half, the . . . . - - - - - - - - ' ' - - - - - - - - - ,
Miners were leading 40-35.
In the second half, the Hornets
outshot the Miners. The Hornets shot
.692 fr6m the field. Hartman was the
leading scorer in the game with 27
points. Kausaite followed with 25, and
Bonnie Butell of the Hornets had 24.
Johnson had ten rebounds.
"They have tremendous shooters,
Kausaite creates their offense. She
shoots the outside shots, and gives it
to Butell inside. They played well. T~e
only free throws we missed were the
ones we needed. Hartman is our first
offens iv e option, but our perimeter
players need to step up. Emporia was
aggressive, played hard, and flat out
beat us." commented Roberts .

American Heart

~

Associations"~
Fighting Heart Disease
and Stroke

The Most
Important
Jnstnnnent in
the Treatment
of Stroke

from page 10

The distance runners also set the
pace in the women's meet. In the
. women 's mile run, Tracy Jones led the
Lady Miners with a ninth place fmish.
Sheryl Ziccardi finished 22nd. Jones
also finished third in the 800 meter run.
. Three Lady Miners placed in the 5,000
meter run led by Sheri Len tz who
finished ninth. Ziccardi and Serena
Jagtiani fin shis hed 23rd and 24th

Create a
moment she'll
never forget.
Valencine's Day is Friday,
February 14.

Company:
Date of Int

TIle special day is fast approachingI
Make a great impression with
our Cuddle Up Bouquet, a fresh
bouquet and a lovable teddy
bear in a cuddly Valentine
sweater. And as a bonus,
we've added a gift of rQmanric
love songs on CD courtesy of
Teleflora and Warner Bros.
Records, Inc. It's the complete .--"....,.,...
Valentine's Day gift solutionI
To send the Cuddle Up
Bouquet anywhere in the U.S.
or Canada, call or visit our shop.

$39 50

respectively. The women's mile relay
team fm ished tenth. And in the 400
meter dash Robin Paarlberg led the
way with a ninth place finish.
"The two people who placed [in
distance events, Jones and Mulvaney]
have been consistent for us all season,"
head coach Sarah Preston said. "This
meet was by far toug.her than the other
two, which were Division I meets."

company:
Date of Int
Majors: M
Minimum
SlgrrUPrel
oeadllne
WORK LOC
START 1ST

usjPenn

Mlnlmum G
SlgrrUprel
DEADUNE
WORKLOC
START 1ST
SALES POS
Company:

M~ors: C~

INTERVlEI
Work Locat
DETAILED I

31elefiORi
(shop name, address and phone number)

If you don't stop your friend from driving drunk, who will? Do whatever it takes.

liill@,}i),:.J:;j!Jjiill@'}i),1Mlj,li!@:'

ElectIOns for Student Body PreSident are Commg!!
ElectIOns for Student Body Presldentare Commg!!
To run, do these things by Feb. 17:

FOR MORE INFO:

1. Get 200 signatures (with student numbers)

-STOP BY THE STUCO OFRCE • 202 UC-WEST

2. Tum in up to $200 for campaign funds
3. Submit a biography **

*

-tAU. : 341-4280
-E-MAIL: STUco@uMR.EDU

Company:
Date of Intc
Majors: M.
Minimum G
Sig/Hiprele
Deadline 2
WORK LOC
1ST CMP
INFORMATI
ALL STUDI
45 MINUTE

Company:
Date oflntc
Majors: Af
Minimum G
SlglHlprele
DEADUNE
WORKLOC
START1ST
1997

Company:
Date of Intt
Majors: M
MlnlmumG
SlglHlprele
Deadline.
WOr\( locat!
START 1ST

.'

* Matching funds will be provided by Student Council
** Biography form is availible in the StuCo office

To be eligibile, you need:

Company:
Majors: Cf
MlnlmumG
ARGONNEI
QUALIAED
SESSION.
APPLICATIO

THAN 100

1. A 2.5 GPA (cum)

2. At least 30 hours of completed UMR credit
3. No higher class load than 18 hours

Company:
Date of Inte
Majors: Cf
MlnlmumG
Slgl\;Jprele
DEADUNE
WOr\( LOCat
START 1ST
BAXTER IS
INTERVIEW
Cocnpany;

~~pr~IE
",DUNE.

~ORK LaC,
ETAILED II

Company: AdVanced Circuitry Dlv-Lltton Sys. SlglHJp Me~od: Open
Date of Interview: 02/20
Majors: MECH CHE ELEC
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
SlglHJp released 2/6/97
Deadline 2/13/97
8am
WORK LOCATION: SPRINGFIELD. MO
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION MAY/JUNE 1997
SlglHJp Method: PRS-OPEN
Company: Airtrol Inc.
Majors: CHE CIVL EMAN MECH
Date of Interview: 03/11
US/Perm
Minimum GPA: 2.250 Must be Junior Senior standing. ·
SlglHJp released 2/18/97
DEADLINE 2/25/97 BAM
WORK LOCATION: ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI
START 1ST co-op WORK SESSION MAY/JUNE 1997
SALES POSrTlON - JOB DESCRIPTION AVAILABLE 303D NORWOOD HALL CO-OP OFFICE
Company: Alco Controls
s~glHJP Method: Open
Majors: CMPS
INTERVIEW DATE DETERMINED LATER
Wor!< Location: ' St. Louis, Missouri
DETAILED INFORMATION UNAVAILABLE AT THIS TIME

Iwhatever illam

II

Company: Altec Industries
Sign-tlp Method: PRS-OPEN
Date of Interview: 02/25
Majors: MECH
Minimum GPA: 2.000 Must be Sophomore standing.
SlglHJp released 2/7/97
Deadline 2/14/97 8am
WORK LOCATION: ST. JOSEPH, MO (NORTH OF KANSAS CITY)
1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION, JUNE 1997
INFORMATION M~ETlNG: 2/24/97 5:30pm LOCATION DETERMINED LATER
ALL STUDENTS INTERVIEWING WITH ALTEC, MUST ATIEND INFORMATION MEETING
45 MINUTE INTERVIEWS

Company: Deere and Company
Dat,e of Interview: 02/18
Majors: CMPS MGTS
US/Perm
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Freshman Sophomore standing.
SlglHJp released 1/28/97
Deadline 2/4/97 8am I HAVE EXTENDED THE DEADLINE
WORK LOCATION: POSSIBLE ANY DEERE UNIT IN THE US START 1ST CO-OP WORK
SESSION MAY/JUNE 1997
.
INFORMATION MEETING: 2/17/97 DETAILS LATER
HOMEPAGE ADDRESS : http://www.deere.com
Company: Dynetlcs
SlglHJp Method: PRS-OPEN
Date of Interview: 03/03
Majors: AERO ELEC MECH AMTH PHYS CMPS
US Only
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Junior Senior Grad Stu. standing.
SlglHJp released 2/10/97
DEADLINE 2/17/97 BAM
WORK LOCATION: HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA AND FORT WALTON BEACH, FLORIDA
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION MAY/JUNE 1997, AUGUST 1997
JOB DESCRIPTION AVAILABLE AT CO-OP OFFICE 303D NORWOOD HALL
IF SELECTED, MUST COMPLm AN APPLICATION
Company: Forrester Group Inc.
SlglHJp Method: PRSCLOSED
Date of Interview: 03/04
Majors: CHE CIVL GEE
US/perm
Mlnlmum GPA: 2.950 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior standing.
SlglHJp released 2/11/97
Deadline 2/18/97 BAM
'Wor!< Location: Springfield , Missouri
Start wor!< MAY/JUNE 1997
Company: General Electric Company
Sign-up Method: PRSCLOSED
Date of Interview: 02/18
Majors: MECH ELEC EM AN
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
SiglHJp released 1/28/97
Deadline 2/4/97 8AM I HAVE EXTENDED THE DEADLINE
Wor!< Location : FT. WAYNE, INDIANA; VARIOUS PLANT LOCATIONS
GE MOTORS & INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS ,- 45 MINUTE INTERVIEWS
CANDIDATES FOR THE CO-OP ASSIGNMENTS WORK IN TlHE AREAS bF DESIGN, ANALYSIS,
MANUFACTURING,AND SOURCING OF ELECTRIC MOTORS.
MINIMUM 3 WORK ASSIGNMENTS

Company: American Airlines
Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN
Date of Interview: 03/04
Majors: AERO ELEC MECH CHE
Minimum GPA: 2.000 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
SlglHJp released 2/13/97
DEADLINE 2/20/97 BAM
WORK LOCATION: TULSA, OKLAHOMA
Company: General Motors
SlglHJp Method: Open
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION MAY/JUNE WITH A SUMMER AND FALL WORK WINTER Date of Interview: 02/27
1997
Majors: ELEC MECH CHE EMAN
US/Perm
Minimum GPA:. 2.950
Company: Amsted Industries
SlglHJp Method: PRS-OPEN
SlglHJp released 2/13/97
Date of Interview: 03/1S
DEADLINE 2/20/97 8am
Majors: MECH MET ELEC
WORK LOCATION: WENTZVILLE, MISSOURI (ST. LOUIS AREA)
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior standing.
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION MAY/JUNE 1997
SlglHJp released 2/25/97
Deadline - 3/4/97
Company: General Motors - Delco Elect.
SlgrHJp Method: Open
Wor!< location: varlous location
Date of Interview: 02/27
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION May/June 1997 or August 1997
Majors: MECH ELEC
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Freshman Sophomore standing.
Company: Argonne National Lab.
. Sign-tlp Method: PRS-OPEN
SlglHJp released 2/13/97
Majors: CHEM PHYS CMPS CER CHE CIVL ELEC MECH MET
DEADLINE 2/20/97 BAM .
Minimum GPA: 2.000
WORK LOCATION: KOKOMO, INDIANA
ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY, ARGONNE, ILLINOIS (CHICAGO) IS INTERESTED IN
QUALIFIED CANDIDATES WHO WILL BE AVAILABLE IN THE FALL 1997 FOR A CO-OP WORK Company: Huffman Engineering
SlglHJp Method: PRS-OPEN
SESSION. PLEASE STOP BY THE CO-OP OFFICE, 303D NORWOOD AND PICK UP AN
Date of Interview: 03/07
APPLICATION. I WILL SEND IT ALONG WITH YOUR RESUME. ARGONNE EMPLOYES MORE Majors: ELEC
THAN 100 CO-OP STUDENTS EACH YEAR FROM VARIOUS COLLEGES
Mlnlmum-GPA: 2.950 Must be
standing.
SlglHJp released 2/14/97
Company: Baxter Healthcare .
SlglHJp Method: PRS-OPEN
DEADLINE 2/21/97 BAM
Date of Interview: 03/10
WORK LOCATION: LINCOLN , NEBRASKA
Majors: CHE ELEC EMAN MECH ' CHEM CMPS
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION MAY/JUNE 3:997
Minimum GPA: 2.700 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
SlglHJp released 2/17/97
'
Company: Landis & Gyr Powers, Inc.
SlglHJp Method: PRS-OPEN
DEADLINE 2/24/97 BAM
Date of Interview: 03/11
Wor!< Location. Mountain Home, Ar!<ansas
Majors: ELEC MECH EMAN
US/perm
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION MAY/JUNE 1997, august 1997
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Freshman Sophomore Junior standing.
BAXTER IS REQUIRING EACH STlJDENl TO PICK UP A BROCHURE AND READ IT BEFORE
SlglHJp released 2/18/97
INTERVIEW AND LeOK AT ANNUAL REPORT.
DEADLINE: 2/18/97 8AM
WORK LOCATION: ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI
Company: BHP Minerals
Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN
START 1ST co-op WORK SESSION MAY 1997
SiglHJp released 2/12/97
DEADLlNE - 2/19/97 8AM
WORK LOCATION: RENO, NEVADA
DETAILED INFORMATION UNAVAILABLE AT THIS TIME
.A
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PRs.oPEN
Company: MagneTek Advanced Development Ctr. Slgn-{Jp Method:
Date of Interview: 03/03
Majors: AERO CER CHE CIVL ELEC EMAN GEE MECH MET MIN
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Junior Senior Grad Stu. standing.
Slgn-{Jp released 2/10/97
DEADLINE 2/17/97 BAM
WORK LOCATION: ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI
TO DEC 1997
START 1ST C()'{)P WORK SESSION MAY/JUNE 1997 THROUGH
;
MINIMUM REQUIRED BACKGROUND: LANGUAGES: C, C++/JAVA
OPERATING SYSTEMS : UNIX
GRAPHICAL INTERF.
WILL UPGRADE EXISTING APPLICATIONS BY DEVELOPING JAVA
Method: PRs.oPEN
• Company: MagneTek Advanced Development Ctr. Slgn-{Jp
Majors: PETR CHEM GEOL L1FS AMTH PHYS CMFlS MGTS
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Junior Senior Grad Stu. standing.
Slgn-{Jp released 2/ 10/97
DEADLI NE 2/ 17/ 97 BAM
WORK LOCATION: ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI
TO DEC 1997
START 1ST C()'{)P WORK SESSION MAY/ JUNE 1997 THROUGH
MINIMUM REQUIRED BACKGROUND: LANGUAGES: C, C++/JAVA
BY DEVELOPING JAVA
COMPUTER PROGRAMS-WILL UPGRADE EXISTING APPLICATIONS
IONS
GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACES: UNIX- UPGRADE EXISTING APPLICAT
Sign-{Jp Method: Open
Company: Noranda Aluminum
Date of Interview: 02/ 27
Majors: ELEC MECH
Minimum GPA: 2.700 Must be Junior Senior standing ..
Slgn-{Jp released 2/ 13/ 97
DEADLINE 2/ 20/97 BAM
Work location: New Madrid, MO
Slgn-{Jp Method: Open
Company: Paulo Products
Date of Interview: 03/ 04
Majors: MET
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior standing.
Slgn-{Jp released 2/11/97
DEADLINE: 2/18/97 BAM
WORK LOCATION : ST. LOUIS, MO
1998
START 1ST C()'{)P WORK SESSION AUGUST 1997 OR JANUARY
Sign-{Jp Method: Open
Company: Monsanto Company
Date of Interview: 03/04
Majors: CMPS MGTS ELEC
Stu. stand ing.
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior Grad
Slgn-{Jp released 2/18/97
DEADLINE 2/25/97 BAM
LA and Alvin, Texas
Work Location : St. Louis, Mo., Chicago, IL, Muscatine, Iowa Luling,
S INTERVIEWING WITH
INFORMATION MEETING- LOCATION LATER 6-7PM ALL STUDENT
DESCRIPTION .
MONSANTO ARE ASKED TO ATTEND ,- 1 HOUR INTERVIEWS-JOB
O APPLICATION 303D
AVAILABLE 303D NORWOOD C()'{)P OFC - PICK UP MONSANT

PRs.oPEN
Company: The Data Technologies Group, DaTech Slgn-{Jp Method:
Date of Interview: 03/04
Majors: ELEC EMAN CMPS MGTS
US Only
Minimum GPA: 2.t50
Must be Sophomore Junior Senior standing.
Slgn-{Jp released 2/11/97
Deadline 2/ 18/ 97 8am
Work Location: Rolla, Missouri
TItle: Database Developer
start 1st co-op work session May/June 1997
Web Page Address: www.dtgrp .com
SIgn-up Method: Open
Company: Union Electric
Date of Interview: 02/19
Majors: ELEC MECH CIVL
US/Perm
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Junior Senior standing.
Slgn-{Jp released 2/ 5/ 97
Deadline 2/12/978 am
MO
Work Location: St. Louis, MO, Fulton, MO., Columbia, MO, Mexico,
HAVE COMPLETED 1ST
NOTE - NOTE VERY IMPORTANT (MUST BE COMPLETING OR
COURSES
SEMESTER OF JUNIOR LEVEL COURSES (IN YOUR MAJOR) MAJOR
start 1st co-op work session MAY/JUNE 1997
SIgn-up Method: PRs.oPEN

Company: Union Pacific RR
Date of Interview: 03/05
Majors: MECH CIVL EMAN
.US/Perm
INTERVIEW DATE DETERMINED LATER
S
WORK LOCATION : OMAHA, NEBRASKA AND LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSA
INFORMATION MEETING 3/ 4/ 97 - LOCATION AND TIME LATER
DETAILED INFORMATION AVAILABLE LATER
Homepage: v,:ww.uprr.com
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Slgn-{Jp Method: Open
Company: V.A.W. Aluminum
Date of Interview: 02/25
Majors: MECH EMAN
Minimum GPA: 2.650 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
Sign-{Jp released 2/11/ 97
Deadline 2/18/ 97 8am
Work Location: Phoenix, I\Z., St. Augustine , FL
start 1st co-op work session May/June 1997
Mechanical work Aorlda; Eman work A1.

THE

ENJOY

Fri

P.,
Method: Open
ComEd
Interview Date: 02/27
P. 0, Box 767
Chicago, IL 6069().{)7 67
Attn: Ms. Holly Stanton, Senior Recruiter
Degree Level: B M PhD Minimum GPA: 2.950
ELEC CMPS MGTS
Majors:
Grad Dates:12 96 0597 0797 1297
Citizenship: US/Perm
Position Available: Applications Developer
Position Location: Northem Illinois
OPEN SIGtwP DATE: February 14 - 8:00 a.m.
Information available In 301 Norwood Hall.
Take copy of transcript to the Interview.
www.ucm .com
Method: PRs.oPEN
MCDONNELL DOUGLAS AERO
Interview Date: 02/27/ 02/28
5547 Phantom
Hazelwood, MO 63042
Attn: Mr. Michael Wilson, Staffing Specialist
Minimum GPA: 2.650
Degree Level: B
AERO ELEC MECH CMPS
Majors:
Grad Dates: 1296 0597 0797
Citizenship: US Only
Position Available: Various
Position Location: St. Lou is, MO
Deadline for submittin g resumes: February 13
Room-UCE
PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Wednes, Feb 26 - 7:00 p.m.- Meramec
Information on position available In 301 Norwood Hall
www.mdc .com

Method: Open
NATIONAL STEEL COMPANY
Interview Date: 02/27
20th & State streets
Granite City, IL 62040
Attn: Mr, Joseph L. Ostermann, Dlrector-Quallty Assurance
Minimum GPA: 2,000
Degree Level: B
MET
Majors:
Grad Dates: 1297 0597 0797
Position Available: Quality Assurance Management Associate
Position Location: Granite City, IL
OPEN SIGN-UP DATE: February 13 - 8:00 a.m,
Method: PRs.oPEN
NATIONSBANK
Interview Date:
PO Box 236 800 Market
St. louis, MO 63166-02 36
Attn: Ms. lori Von Bokel-Amln, University Relations Manage
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.450
ELEC AMTH PHYS CMPS
Majors:
Grad Dates: 1296 0597 0797
Citizenship: USjPerm
Position Location: Information not available
Deadline for submittin g resumes: February 24

Cand
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Wednesday, February 12, 1997

Missouri Miner

. PARKER HANNIAN
Method: Open
17325 Euclid Avenue
Interview Date: 02/27 .
Cleveland, OH 44112
Attn: Ms. Clndl KraJclrfk, Recruiting Coordinator
Degree Level: B
Minimum GPA: 2.750
Majors:
AERO ELEC EMAN MECH
Grad Dates:1297 0597 0797
Citizenship: US Only
Position Available: Technical Sales and Engineerfng
Position Location: Nationwide
OPEN SIGN-UP DATE: February 13 - 8:00 a.m.
Information on positions available in 301 Norwood
Method: PRs.oPEN
RED BUD INDUSTRIES
200 B&E Industrial Drive
Interview Date: 03/20
Red Bud, IL 62278
,
Attn: Mr. Milton Weber, Human Resources
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.950
Majors:
ELEC MECH
Grad Dates:1296 0597 0797
Citizenship: US/penn
Position Available: Engineer
Position Location: Red Bud, IL (35 miles SE'of St. Louis)
Deadline for submitting resumes: February 13
Testing required on March 3 before IntervlewInformation available in 301 Norwood Hall
www.redbudindustrles.com

ADDITIONS, CORRECTIONS, ETC.
ConAgra Frozen Foods - CHANGE OF INTERVIEW DATE TO: February 19, 1997U.S.

•

Thursday Feb. 13
Singled Qut
at the Grotto!
Dinner for two to winning
couple. Free T-shirts and
Discount Prizes.

,THE MINERS FAVORITE HANGOUT
WE CATER TO UMR
ENJOY OUR LARGE SELECfION OF GAMES & MUSIC

Friday Lunch Special Tacos & The Grotto's
F.A.:IUOUS BUFl.R.I'T'OS

11:30-2:00
Z?~ 'ft Resta/irallt & LOl/llge
m ·.lM·:m)7

Dinner and a
Carriage Ride
$29.95 per c.oupJe
Candlelight dinner for two followed by a
caniage tour of downtown RoDs..
Presented by
~ r-L
.
Zimmaronranchand ~}
. Ba;rack'sRestawunt&Lounge
I

Reservation required.
Price does not include gratuity.
Mastercard, VISA, American Express, Discover

~--------------------

,

Gypsum Company - PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Monday, February 24, 1997 6:30 p.m. Mark Twain Room - UCE

12th & PINE 364-3311
RIGHT NEXT ro CAMPUS

lIo/r;n. St".• t. Holi. It'.o. 1,.\~OI

WELLS MANUFACTURING CO
Method: PR5-OPEN
2100 W. Lakeshore Driv
Interview Date: 02/25
Woodstock, IL 60098-7497
Attn: Mr. Bob O'Rourke
Degree Level: B
Minimum GPA: 2.750
Majors:
MECH MET
Grad Dates:0597 0797 1297
Citizenship: US/penn
Po~ltlon Location: Infonnation not available
Deadline for submitting resumes: February 13
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RerniJ1der to .

All organizat ional ineeting times
and places are provided by tbe Student Activity Center, 218 UCW.
Please send all cbanges to tbe arorementioned office.

Schrenk
6:00 pm: AIChE Committe e on
legislation, 109 CSF

8:30 pm: Omega Sigma, 204 McNutt

11:30 am: Student Council Blood
Drive, Centennial Hall, UCE
2:30 pm: Volleyball Club, Rec Center

7:00 pm: Koinonia. WalnutRm, UCW
7:00 pm:
Schrenk

Commons

Sigma Phi Epsilon, 139

10:00 am: Student Council Ask Mr.
StuCo table, Puck

Wellness Bash, . 7:00 pm: Blue Key Smoker, Meramec
9:00 am: UMR
'
Rm, UCE
Centennial Hall, UCE
12:00 pm: Booster Club, Pizza Inn
2:30 pm: Volleyball Club, Rec Center
4:00 pm: Volleyball Club, Women's
practice, Rec Center

7:00 pm: Gaming Association, 231
McNutt

7:00 pm: Intervars ity Christian
Fellowship . Sunrise Rm. UCE

8:00 pm: Academic Competit ion
Organization, 314 CE

6:00 pm : Chess Club, Gallery, UCE

8:00 pm : Academic Competit ion
Organization. 314 CE

Spelunke rs Club, 204

6:30 pm: Career Opportunities Center
Interview in g Skills Workshop .
Missouri Rm . UCE
7:00 pm: Amateur Radio Club. 110
Buehler

UCE

7:00 pm: IEEE, 117 C.E
7:00 pm:
McNutt

College Democrats, 216

7:00 pm: Upsilon Pi Epsilon, 209
MCS
7:30 pm: Tau Beta Sigma, 126 Schrenk
7:30 pm:
Schrenk

Kappa Kappa Psi, 125

7:30 pm: Society of Mining Engineers,
212 McNutt
8:30 pm :
MCS

Kappa Mu Epsilon, 203

11:30 am : Student Council Blood
Drive, Centennial Hall, UCE

Compute r Science
3:30 pm:
Departme nt Seminar. "Scheduli ng
Parallel Computing Systems." by Albert
Zomaya, 209 MCS
4:30 pm: SMSTA. G-8 HSS

2:30 pm: Volleyball Club. Rec Center
7:00 .pm :

7:00 Jim: SUB Movie, When a Man
Loves a Woman, 104 ME

7:00 pm : Visitors Night at the UMR
Observ atory

UCE
5:30 ,pm:
Annex

National Society of
7:00 pm:
Professional Engineers. 117 CE
7:00 pm: Council of Graduate Students,
117ME
7:00 pm: Alpha Phi Omega, 114 CE
9:00 pm: Arnold Air Society. 208
Harris
9:30 pm: Delta Omicron Lambda. 126
Schrenk
9:30 pm: Juggling Club. Rec Center

Pi Tau Sigma. 107C ME

2:00 pm: Chinese Student Assn .. 216
ME

6:30 'pm: Blue Key, 216 ME

Fresbman Orientati on needs your
belp
Volunteers are needed to assist with !be
Freshman Orientation weekends. You
can make a difference by informing
prospectiv e' students of why UMR
should be their first choice, have fun
and take a break from your normal
routine. Freshman Orientation dates
are: February 21, March 7, March 31,
April 25, June II, and June 13, 1997.
For more information, contact OSAC
at 341-4211 or pfrisbee@umr.edu, or
stop by the Center for Personal and
• Professio nal Developm ent, 204
Norwood Hall.

6:30 pm: SUB Performin g Arts,
Shakespeare lecture by Dr. Knight, 138
Castleman
7:00 pm:
Schrenk

Omega Chi Epsilon. G-3

7:30 pm: Tau Beta Sigma, 126 Schrenk
Kappa Kappa Psi . 125

7:30 pm: Soci~ty of Mining Engineers,
212 McNutt

10:00 am: Staff Council. 110 MCS

7:00 pm : SUB Movie, When a Man
4:00 pm: Volleyball Club Women's . Loves a Woman, 104 ME
practice, Rec Center
9:00 pm: SUB' Movie. When a Man
Loves a Woman, 104 ME
lobbyist
with
Dinner
ASUM
:
5:00 pm
Jim Snider and workshop, Missouri Rm.

Spelunke rs Club, 204

5:30 pm: Career Opportunities Center
Interviewing Skills Workshop, Missouri
Rm,UCE

7:00 pm: Film Festival-Trainspotting,
Leach Theatre, Castleman

2:00 pm: Chess Club, Gallery, UCE

6:00 pm: Chess Club, Gallery, UCE

7:30 pm:
Schrenk

6:00 pm: Society of Women Engineers,
8:00 pm: Campus Performin g Arts Cafeteria UCE
_ _ __
Series - Presents the dance company, ' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
rner
Carver-Tu
Epsilon,
Chi
pm:
Castleman
6:30
"Lewitzky," Leach Theatre,
Rm,UCE
9:00 pm: SUB Movie, When a Man
6:30 pm: Student Council, 204 McNutt
Loves a Woman, 104 ME

9:30 am: Bahai Club. Silver & Gold
Rm, UCE

5:30 pm: Sigma Gamma Epsilon, 206
McNutt

5:00 pm : lFc' 216 McNutt
Show Me Anime. 204

McNutt

4:30 pm: Career Opportunities Center
Resume Writing Workshop , 201
Norwood

6:00 pm:
McNutt

2:30 pm : Volleyball Club, Rec Center
2:30 pm: African American Cultural
Heritag~ Month· Keynote Event .
Quincy Troupe. poet. biographe r.
anthologist & editor. Centennial Hall.

7:00 pm : AIChE. G·3 Schrenk

4:30 pm: Society of Women Engineers
Egg Drop Contest, TJ Hall

5:30 pm: Spanish Club, 203 HSS
1:00 pm: Assoc. of Black Students,
204 McNutt

8:00 pm: Solar Car Team. 104 EMgt

6:00 pm:
McNutt

12:00 pm: University Orators Chapter
of Toastmasters International, Missouri
Rm,UCE

7:00 pm: Toastmasters, 109 CSF

5:30 pm: Sigma Gamma Epsilon, 206
McNutt

4:00 pm: Volleyball Club Women's
practice, Rec Center

will have a guest host to lead
discussions. The line-up of guest hosts
includes: Variety of World Poetry with
Professor Doty, February 20; Preview
of "South Pacific" with John Woodftn,
March 20; "Voices of fuspiration" sings
songs from CD entitled "Missouri State
Wide Gospel Choir"; and Stress Reliever
with Ann Wilks, May 15.

8:00 pm: SUB Performing Arts, "A
Midsumm er Night's Dream," Leach
Theatre, Castleman

a!
~r
~x
!
~ra
'~~
E-mail Forwardin g
Did you know that the MSM-UM R
Alumni Office will forward your UMR
e-mail for up to one year following your
departure from UMR. An active UMR
account, a request for forwarding, and
th~ new e-mail address to forward mail
to must be provided for this. servIce.
For more information, see the Alumni
Web Page at http://ww w.umr.ed u/
alumni!.
Corree Talks
The Multicultural Educational Support
Program invites faculty, staff and
students to a series of coffee talks from
9-11am on Thursdays at the MESP
Office in Room 107 Norwood Hall.
Free coffee, homemade pastries and
good conversation are included. ar; the

Sbare-A-R ide
Need a ride home for spring break? Or
want to give someone a lift home? The
World Wide Web can help. Yo~ can
fmd another UMR student who lives
near where you are going by using the
following procedure . Frem UMR's
home page. click on Registrar's Office '
under For Students . Then click on
CAPS , Reports. Grades & other
student info. Put in studentIO number,
then pin number. Click Submit Request
Next, choose #11, share-a-rid e and
submit query. Finally follow the
instructions. .
MSM Spelunke rs Club
The MSM Spelunkers Club has been
busy this semester with recreation al
caving trips, cave clean-ups, cave rescue
trainin~::mapping, and has hosted a
number ··o f guest speakers. All are
welcome, including new members, at the
weekly meetings on Wednesda ys at
6:00 pm in 204 McNutt.
Researcb Assistance Program'
Having trouble getting started on your
research? Stuck for a topic or unsure
where to turn next? Need help finding
material on your topic? Try using the
Library's Research Assistance Program.
It provides consultations with reference
librarians who will help you with your
research. The reference librarian will
tielp you develop a search strategy,
identify appropriate subject headings
in MERLIN and indices, and find a
topic for your research assignment. To
. arrange a consultat ion, fill out a
referencea ssistancef ormatthel ibrary
and make an appointment to consult
with a reference librarian or call 3414007 for more information.
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the states of Kansas or Missouri and with a minimum of one year remaining
have left their widows and children face Flnlsbers Society
in a course of study leading to a degree without adequate means of support or Each yeai the American Electroplaters I
either (a) within a ISO-mile radius from
a point on the KansasIMissouri state or an Associate Degree in construction- • deserving wives and/or children of men
and Surface Finishers Society offers
line at highway I-3~; or (b) within a 2S
~elated degree program and a career in . upon whom they are dependent for
scholarships to upper class undergradumile radius of the main U.S. Post Office construction. Applications available in
support but, because of age or other ate and graduate students who are inthe Student Financial Aid Office, G-l
Reminder to students for priority aid at the mailing address of a current MCm
disability, are unable or for other terested in the swface finishing field.
(ie: University Loan, Work Study, member.
Parker Hall. Application must be reasons, fail or neglect to adequately Criteria:
SEOG) your Free Application for
• Applicant must be pursuing a postmarked no later than: MARCH 31, support them respective wives and/or • Undergraduate students must be
Bachelor of Science or high.,. degree that 1997.
Federal Student Aid for the 97/98
studying in metallurgy, metallwgical en·
children.
academic year should be to the
If you meet t1ie above terms for this gineering, materials science or engineerincludes concrete and concrete design
program, you must complete a .C rane ing' chemistry, chemical engineering, or
processor by March 3,. 1997. Any Courses as an integral part of their degree The John Gyles Education Fund
questions, contact the Student Financial program at an accredited college or The John Gyles Education Fund is a Fund for Widows and Children environmental enginee<ing.
Aid Office, G-l Parker Hall.
private,
bene vo lent
endeavor Application to be considered fro
university.
• Selection factors include achievement,
established seven years ago with the
funding . The Crane Fund for Widows
scholarship potential, motivation and
• Applicant must be enrolled in or have
help of a Canadian!American benefactor. a nd Children ApplicaJ ion can be interest in the fmishing technologies.
Mark
Bouckaert
Memorial
completed concrete or concrete design
E ach year financial assistance is
Scbolarsbip
courses.
received in the Student Financial Aid
• Must be a full·time student during
available to students in both Canada and Office, G-l Parker Hall. Application
Scholarship given in memory of Mark
• Applicant must not be a son,
the academic year the scholarship is reBouckaert. This amount is $800 Fall daughter, grandson, granddaughter,
the United States. Full Canadian or deadline for this program is: February ceived.
niece, or nephew or an Advi sory
American citizenship is a requirement.
semester only.
14,1997.
• Financial need is not a factor.
Awards are available to both male and
REQUIREMENTS :
Committeemember.
Applications available in the Student
female students for all areas of post- NAWIC National Association of Financial Aid Office, G-l Parker Hall .
* Part·time student applicants will be
Senior level student (graduating Fall
1997 or Winter 1998). Member of limited to junior class status or above.
secondary study. A minimum GPA of Women in Construction St. Louis Application and al l requested docuKappa Sigma Fraternity, or grad uated The scholarship award to part· time 2.7 is req uired. Criteria other than Chapter 38
ments must be postmarked by April '
from Lindbergh High School, SI. Louis,
students will be commensurate with the
strictly academic ability and financial The SI. Louis Missouri Chapter of the 15,1997.
MO. Need for financial aid is a costs.
need are considered in the selection
National Association of Women in
req uirement , therefore must h ave
• The application must be typewritten . process . Selected students will receive Construction is accepting applications
Hubert H. Humphrey Doctoral Felup to $3,<XXl.OO. Filing dates for mailing
current fmancial aid information at the Responses to questions on th e
lowsbip Program 1996-97 United
for our ANNUAL Scholarship awards.
Student Financial Aid Office . . application must be answered o n the
applications in 1997 are April 1st, June
Stude nts musl be enrolled in a States Arms Control and Disarma·
Applications available in the Student form, with the exception of the essay
15th, a nd November 15th. To receive c urri culum leadi ng to a career in a ment Agency
an appli cation pl ease se nd only a construction-related field. Applicants
Financial Aid Office, G·I Parker Ha ll. questions, which may be typed on a
Since 1979, this federal grant program
Application must be returned to the
sep arate shee t and attached to the . stamped***(US 32 ), self·addressed,
are selected based upon financial need; has provided financi 'll assistance to
Student Fin a ncial Aid Office. by
application. The application must be
standard letter size (No. 10) envelope
over 80 doctoral and law students who
grade point average and commitment to
February 15, 1997.
a.ccompanied by a college transcript.
to the following address :
are completing research in the fields of
their field of study. NAWIC members
The John Gyles Educa tion Fund
• . (a) A statement appraisal of the
and their families are not eligible. Equal nuclear and conventional arms control,
Missouri Society of Telephone
applicant in terms of po tenti a l fo r Attention: R. James Cougle
cons id eratio n will be given to all nonproliferation and disarmament. The
growth, character, leadership capacity,
Engineers
P. O. Box 4808, 712 Riverside Drive
applic,an ts. Applicants available in the total Hubert H. Humphrey grant is
Fredericton, New Brunswick
The Missouri Society of Telephone
and career interest from three evaluators
$ 14,000, which includes $6,<XXl for tu·
Student Financial Aid Office, G-l
Engineers will award one $ 1000.00
is required: at least on sh~uld be from a Canada E3B SG4
ition and $8,<XXl for the stipend. ApParker H a ll. Application mu st be
scholarship to one engineering student
faculty !J1ember. The statemen ts of ***We use international mail services. submitted by: March 31, !997.
plications available in the Student Fi·
attending the University of Missouri·
appraisal must be returned directl y to
therefore U.S. postage is acceptable.
nancial Aid Office, G· I Parker Hall.
Rolla. Our desire is that the student
MCIB
by
each
evaluator.
American Electroplaters- and Sur- Application deadline: March 15, 1997.
Recommendations sent to MCIB by
possessing the greatest financial need
The Greater Kansas City Hispanic
be awarded this' scholarship, provided the applicant will not be accepted ..
Scholarship Fund 1997
the student meets the following
(b) j\pplicants must ensure that The purpose of the Hispanic
eligibility requirements:
MCIB has received these appraisals
Scholarship Fund is to provide
application
deadline. approximately $60,<XXl in scholarships
• He/She must be a junior or senior before
student in good standing in an Applications available in the Student each year to both entering or continuing
engineering curriculum leading to a Financial Aid Office, G-! Parker Hall. college students of Hispanic descenl.
The Navy offen you, as a qualified college student,
bachelor of science degree.
Application must be received by: April The fund was developed by local
the chance to earn up to $42,000 during your junior
• He/She must have an overall grade 30,1997.
Kansas City Hispanic agencies which
and senior yean. And you never have to put on a Navy
point average of 3 .0 out of 4.0 (or
have secured cash gifts and "in-kind"
uniform until after graduation. No drills, no summer
equivalent) or better.
Missouri Council of tbe Blind
matching grants from the private sector,
obligations. In the Nuclear Propulsion Officer Candi·
• He/She must be a Missouri resident.
Any legally blind person enrolled in or area colleges and universities, and
date Program you'll get your start in nuclear power
Applications available . in the Student under consideration for admission to
Hispanic interests to insure its
where nuclear power started. In the Navy.
Financial Aid Office, G·! Parker Hall. post se.condary training programs, who
perpetuation. Applications available
Mter y()~ graduate, you'll get six months of graduateApplications must be returned to the are Mi sso uri residents, and have
in the Student Financial Aid Office, G·
engineering education in Orlando, Florida, plus
level
Student Financial. Aid Office, G-l
submitted a completed application and
1 Parker Hall. Application must be
six months of hands-on engineering training at a
Parker Hall, by: February 24, 1997.
all required supporting materials, are received by: March 7, 1997.

$

Financial '$
Aid
Information

$42,000

BEFORE YOU GRADUATE

The Midwest Concrete Industry
Board,Inc.
The Mid -West Concrete Indus try
Board has established a perpetual fund
. known as the Mid-West Concrete
Industry Board Educa!ion Fund. This
Fund is an endowment fund that will
provide financial assistance to college
engineering students purs uin g a
Bachelor of Science or higher degree that
includes concrete and concrete design
courses as an integral part of their degree
progra,m.
APPLl<;:ATlON REQUIREMENTS :
• The applicam 's permanent residence
as indicated on college records or the
high school or record must be within

-

eligible to be considered for. a MCB
scho larship. The definition of legal
blindness is as follows: Visual acuity of
20{200 or less in the better correcied
eye or a visual field of20 degrees or less
in the better corrected eye. To be eligible
you must be legally blind in BOTH
eyes. Applications available in the
Student Financial Aid Office, G · I
Parker Ha ll . Applications must be
received by: May 1, 1997.
NAWIC The Greater Kansas City,
MO Scbolarship Foundation
NAWIC seeks scholarship candidates
w ith a similar commitment to their
career in construction. If yo u a re
currently enrolled. full·time student

Rolla Lions Club Vance Scholarship
Fund
~
Stud.e n ts must be a graduate from
Newburg, SI. James, or Rolla High
schools . Applications available in the
Student Financ ial Aid Office, G·I
Parker Hall. Application deadline must
be returned no later then: April 7, 1997.
Crane Fund for Widows and
Children Scholarship
The Admissions/Student Financial Aid
Office wishes to make students aware
of the Crane Fund for Widows a nd
Children. This program is:
• for needy and deserving widows and
children of men who, at their death.

nuclear reactor trainer... and more. lust meet these
requirements:
• Have completed ·freshman year, maj9ring in
engineering, math, science or chemistry.
• Have a minimum !W GPA
• Have completed a mathematics sequence through
integral calculus.
.
• Have completed one year of calculus-based physics.
• Be Jl United States citizen, no more than 26Ytyean
old at time of commissioning.
• Meet Navy's physical standards.
Call or visit your Navy representative on campus:
Date: 4 Mar 97
Time: lOam - 3pm
Place: Career Placement Center
Or Call Today 1-800-777-6289

om'CER You
and the Navy.
N·..a.A~1V
Y I
Full Speed Ahead.
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